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CHAPTOR I

INTRODUCTION

The Continental Congress created a Hospital Department on

27 July 1775, to provide medical service for the Army.1 Two hundred

years later, as it celebrated a bicentennial anniversary ringing with

the contributions of such scientific and military giants as 'Tilliam

Beaumont, Walter Reed, William Gorgas, and Leonard Tood, the Arr.-y

Medical Department wAas facing one of the most difficult and serious

challenges in its history--the procurement and retention, in Pm all-

volunteer force environment, of a sufficient number (and with requisite

specialty distribution) of physicians to adequately staff its world-

wide health care delivery system. By 1976, the shortage of military

physicians had reached such serious proportions that it .,ras classified

by the Army Surgeon General as "our most significant problem, now and

for the next five years." 2  The manner in which this challenge is fi-

nally resolved may well result in a dramatic alteration in the mili-

tarsy health care delivery model, with far-ranging repercussions on the

morale and combat effectiveness of our armed forces.

Under Title 10 of the U.S. Code, the Army Medical Department

(;'YMD) exists "to provide combat support to forces committed to opera-

tions in the field, pursuant to apvropriate national decisions." 3  To

accomplish this mission, i:hich includes preventive and curative medical,

dental and veterinary services, the AMEDD has defined four principle
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objectives:

1. To maintain physically and mentally fit soldiers and trained
health manpower to deploy in support of Army combat, contingency
and mobilization plans;

2. To provide care and treatment capabilities in a theater of
operations and the continental United States as a consequence
of hostile activities;

3. To provide health services for dependents of soldiers, re-
tired members and their dependents, and dependents and survivors
of deceased soldiers;

4. To provide a major incentive for soldiers, to incl ade health
professionals, to select military service as a career.

The primary mission of the .&DD during peacetime is training,

to achieve and maintain the readiness posture required for rapid and

adequate response in time of war. The meintenance of a sizeable de-

livery system which provides herith care to other than active duty mem-

bers has been justified by the fact that the required readiness posture

is derived through the training opportunities afforded by providing day-

to-day health care and supportive health services to a broad spectrum

of ages and categories of patients.5 Through the delivery of these ser-

vices, which constitute a social good and an. important fringe benefit

for American soldiers, the AMEDD fine tunes those skills required to

support deployed combat forces.

The physician is the cornerstone of any medical care delivery

system, and must be present, if that system is to work.6 He is ulti-

mately responsible for determining the appropriate method, extent -and

timing of medical interventions, and is held responsible for their out-

comes. The application of current management and educational advances
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to health cars delivery systems, and evolutionaryf trends within the

health professions, have resulted in such innovative medical care mo-

dels as nurse clinicians, physician assistants, clinical pharmacists,

and a host of ancillary support personnel. Each of these components

is vital to the effectiveness and efficiency of the total medical care

system. Nevertheless, the physician still provides the directing force

7
which orchestrates the efforts of all other elements in the system.

The role of the physician in the Armny delivery system accurately

reflects that of his civilian counterpart. The importance of the physi-

cian to the military medical service was clearly reaffirmed by Secretary

of Defense William Clements in 1973 when he stated that, of the various

officer specialities required in the heelth field, medical officers were

the most critical.8 Obviously, without a Medical Corps there would be

no Army Medical Department.

For over two decades prior to the establishment of the all-volun-

teer force in 1973, the vast majority of Army physicians entered active

duty as a result of the draft, or draft-related personnel procurement

programs.9 h"en '+.-e draft was terminated, only one-sixth of active duty

physicians were considered to be true volunteers.10 Retention of non-

volunteers was less than one percent, 1 1 and annual turnover of MedicAl

Corps officers exceeded thirty-three percent.12 As i result of this his-

torical experience, it was commonly accepted by planners in the execu-

tive and legislative branches of government that, in the absence of

dr~m-tic increases in recruiting &nd retention incentives, the military

medical services would not be able to attract or retain sufficient

, I1 - - • - • "



physicians in an all-volunteer environment.

To create incentives which wculd attract physicians to military

service on a voluntary basis, the Congress enacted several pieces of

legislation which established medical school scholarships in return for

obligated military service; created a military medical school; end pro-

vided a bonus to physicians "who would agree to remain on C-ctive duty

beyond their obligated period. This bonus made medical officer2 the

most highly paid group on active duty. The implimentation of these ex-

tremely expensive programs and their effectiveness as short or long

range solutions to physician staffing in support of an all-volunteer

force have been the subjects of continuing debate among interested govern-

mcent agencies, the military Surgeons General, and the Congress. Since

1972, Congressional testimony regarding this subject reveals a recur-

ring pattern of initial optimism, followed by cautious predictions of

ultimate success, and ending in explanations of program weakness and the

need for modifications or additional programs to enable the armed forces

to recruit and retain adequate physicians to deliver care to eligible

beneficiaries.

As of 1 October 1978, a total of 4,063 physicians were on active

duty in the Army Medical Corps, almlost 1,500 fever than -ere or active

duty on 30 June 1973, the day the draft officially ended.13 Curiously,
despite a near consensus among providers, legislators, government offi-

cals and beneficiaries of military health care that a serious physician

shortage existed, the Army Medical Corps, on 1 October 197P, exceeded

authorized end-strength.



Statement of the Problem

This thesis seeks to determine the inpact of the all-volunteer

force on physician procurement and retention in the Army Medical Depart-

ment, from 1973 to 1978.

Objectives

The objectives of this study are to:

1. Analyze the planning which occurred and the provisions of

the major prograjms which were established to recruit and retain physicians

in an all-volunteer Army.

2. Evaluate the effectiveness of these procurement programs

during the period 1973-1978.

3. Determine the reasons for program performance during the

period studied.

4. Assess the ability of the all-volunteer Army to attract and

retain sufficient physicians to accomplish its mission.

Limitations

The following limitations zeem appropriate to this study:

1. Research is primarily confined to an anAlysis of physician

procurement and retention for the active Army during the period studied.

However, a brief discussion of the impact of the all-volunteer force

concept on the Medical Corps Reserves is included as an essential ele-

ment of the research results.

2. The study is restricted to an evaluation of the effective-

ness of the major personnel procurement programs enacted Iry Congress to

~ ~ -inm AN&Jm-IUNIFAinuiuW
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provide for the maintenance of Medical Corps strength in an all-volun-

teer environment.

3. Research excludes a discussion of alternative mechanisms of

physician and other medical care provider utilization. This limitation

specifically excludes a discussion of efforts to increase physician

productivity through programs such as accelerated hospital construction

and modification, and increased use of ancillary support personnel.

4. The study also excludes an evaluation of the overall merits

of the all-volunteer force concept. As a further limitation, the author

has not sought to establish normative positions regarding the dynamics

which are present in the interaction of various br-nches and agencies

of the federal government.

Assumptions

The following assumptions underlie this study:

1. That the Army will continue to require and operate a sepa-

rate medical department for the foreseeable future.

2. That the Army Medical Department will continue to provide

medical care to active duty and retired personnel, and their dependents.

3. That, for the purposes of investigation and consistent with

the scope of this study, it can be validly presumed that mechanisms for

increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of military physician utili-

zation w-ere being studied and implimented, consistent with resource

availability; and that physician requirements defined by the Army Medi-

cal Department reflected these efforts.
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4. That Navy and Air Force experiences with physician procure-

ment and retention essentially paralleled those of the Army, during the

period studied.

Research Methodology

Research methodology includes a search of the Defense Documen-

tation Center, and a review of pertinent military and civilian litera-

ture. The primary methodology consists of an extensive review of Con-

gressional testimony concerning the thesis topic, during the period 1972

through 1978, and a comparison of this testimony over a period of time.

Preliminazry research into the broad subject of the impact of the All-

Volunteer Army on the Army Medical Department had revealed the presence

(in transcripts of Congressional hearings and reports) of a sizeablo

and multifaceted amount of data, information, and opinion regarding the

difficulties associated -with physician procurement in the all-volunteer

environment. The period studied encompassed three different U.S. Presi-

dential Administrations, several Secretaries of Defense, three Army Sur-

geons General, and a significant turnover in Congressional membership.

A comparison of the Congressional testimony of key participants from

the Department of Defense and the Department of the Army, over a period

of time, provides insight into planning, early projections, program

"performance, initiatives to modify program performance, and the inter-

action of the Congress, the Department of Defense, and the Surgeons

General.

The evaluation of Congressional testiLnony must consider the vested

interests of the agencies represented. It seems clear. however, that
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the frequency of testimony and the sizeable number of different Con-

gressional committees and subcommittees which became interested in

"the physician shortage," to say nothing of the difference in witnesses

over time, will enable the author to make valid inferences in spite of

this limitation.

Other research methods include a review of selected internal

working documents from the Office of the Surgeon Genera.l, telephonic

and personal interviews with selected officials at the Office of the

Surgeon General (to obtain background information), and interviews with

selected Army Hospital Commanders.

Definitions

The Berry Plan.--A tri-service program which, based on the pro-

jected needs of the military services for specialists, granted deferment

of active duty for residency training to randomly selected graduating medi-

cal students, who voluntarily applied for participation and accepted

appoin"ment in the Medical Corps Reserve of whatever branch of military

service to which they were allocated. Upon completion of speciality

training, Berry Plan participants were called to active duty for two

years.

The Doctor Draft.--A provision of the Military Selective Service

Act which gave the President authority to induct Special Registrants--

physicians, dentists, veterinarians, optometrists, and male nurses. By

virtue of their having obtained deferment from the general drqft, prior

to the age of 26, Special Registrants w'ere eligible for the doctor draft
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until age 35. Upon receipt of their induction notice, individuals in

this group would be o :ered appointment in the appropriate cominsaion-

ed corps of one of the miitary services. In practice, physicians con-

stituted the vast majority u: those called to active duty under the

doctor draft.

Foreimn Medical Graduate.--To be eligible for entry on active

duty as a medical office7:, a graduate of a school of medicine or os-

teopathy which is outside the United States and Canada, and which is

recognized by the World Health Organization, must have passed a written

examination and be certified by the Education Council on Foreign Medi-

cal Graduates (E.C.F.M.G.) of the Americar Medical Association. Eli-

gible foreign medical graduates may be U.S. citizens or non-citizens.

who have permanent resident status.

Graduate Medical Education.--Specialty training (a residency)

accomplished after graduation from a medical school, which leads to

eligibility for certification by one of the specialty boards (i.e. ge-

neral surgery, internal medicine, pediatrics, etc.) of the American

Medical Association or American Osteopathic Association. The length

of residency training depends upon the specialty. Including what vwa

formerly considered the internship year, it generally takes from three

to five years after graduation to complete a basic residency.

Cblirated Service.--A contractual or statutory obligation to

serve on active duty for a specified period of time.

Volunteer.--A physician who has no contractual or statutory,

obligated service, who is qualified for and who chooses to accept
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commissioned appointment and active duty in the medical corps of one of

the military services.

Review of the Literature

A review of the civilian literature reveals a broad spectrum of

inquiry into the all-volunteer force concept, and a variety of perspectives

associated with the continuing debate over its merits and implications.

Since this area of inquiry is specifically excluded from the scope of

this study, literature in this general category is not included in the

review.

With the exception of a series of articles offered by the Sur-

geons General and other high level Department of Defense officials during

the 1971-75 period,15 the author encountered a relative lack of substan-

tive discussion of all-volunteer physician recruitment and retention in

published form. These early comments reflected a cautious optimism that

the all-volunteer force concept could be successfully applied to the mili-

tary medical departments. The perspectives contained therein will be

discussed in subsequent chapters, as part of an examination of early

planning on the part of top level military health care managers.

A search of the Defense Documentation Center and the Command and

General Staff College Library yielded a sizeable body of unpublished

studies, Army and Air War College theses, Student essays, and graduat.e

theses which were considered to be appropriate for academic review. As

a group, these studies provided excellent background information and in-

sight into the environment in which the all-volunteer experiment was ap-

plied to the military medical departments. The literature review has led
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the author to conclude that the methodology and direction of" this study

are not tuplicative, and that this academic inquiry can contribute to the

existfing body of knowledge on this subject.

Several of the studies revealed an acute concern, during the late

1960's and early 1970's, over the military services' increasing diffi-

culty in retaining what they considered to be their career medical offi-

cers. In a 1968 =AS thesis, William P. Winkler, Jr. reported that the

average number of Regular Army Medical Officer resignations had increased

from forty per year, during fiscal years 1959-62 to 106 per year during

fiscal years 1963-66.16 In addition to resignations, he found that, during

the 1963 to 1967 period, the rate of voluntary retirement among Medicai

Corps officers had been almost twice the rate of all other Army officers.

In order to investigate the various factors involved in the retention

problem, Winkler randomly surveyed Regular Army Medical Corps officers,

and concluded that income and income-related problems were the principal

causes of career physician losses.17 He further concluded that the most

powerful factors which influenced retention were experiences such as

assignment to troop units and military schooling, which enabled identifica-

tion with the Army and its goals. 1 8

The importance of organizational identification as a retention

motivator for physicians was tested by Michael L. Feris and Vernon M.

Peters, in a 1976 graduate thesis for the Naval Postgraduate !chool. 1 9

This study applied a model of organizational comrittment, developed

from a synthesis of research findings in related areas of organizational

psychology, to the problem of physician retention. The authors concluded
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from their research sample that the individual's length of service and

perception of the command's concern for the morale and welfare of its

human resources were the most powerful predictors of retention, and

considerably more successful than concerns over salary, status, and

fringe benefits.20 This study's conclusion that job satisfaction and

perceived command credibility regarding its concern for the welfare of

its human resources are essential ingredients to solving the retention

problem was an excellent contribution to the traditional preoccupation

•-ith financial approaches to this complex problem.

In a 1969 Army War College thesis, Maurice S. Berbary offered

a well-documented review of the legislative history of the doctor draft,

and the programs of salary and promotion incentives which were enacted

to stimulate retention of career physicians.21 Berbary offered con-

siderable evidence that, throughout its post-W4orld WJar II history,

neither the Congress, nor the armed forces, were pleased with the doc-

tor draft, which was viewed essentially as a necessary, if onerous,

evil. 2 2  He further reported that, to establish a mechanism designed

to alleviate what -was generally considered to be a critical shortage

of career or long-term militar-y health professionals, legislation

authorizing medical school scholarships, in return for military ser-

vice, had been repeatedly introduced in Congress, since 1961, wizh tie

support of the Department of Defense.23 Re also discussed the consis-

tent opposition of the Army Surgeon General and the Department of De-

fense to legislative proposals during the 1960's to establish a riiitary

medical academy. 2h In 1969, this opposition apparently centered around
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cost, the conjectural nature of the advantages associated with military

medical professionalism, and concern over professional and academ.ic

isolation.25 As will be discussed in subsequent chapters, the critical

legislation, which was enacted in 1972 to support the attainment oi an

all-volunteer military medical corps, provided for both a health pro-

fessions scholarship program arid the creation of a military medical

school. 2 6  Debate over the latter provision has continued throughout

the period studied by this thesis.

Several of the studies reviewed offered insights into the pro-

visions of the programs enacted tc counter the problem of career physi-

cian retention in the all-volunteer environment. In a 197h Air War

College study, Theodore J. Wachs offered a good survey of the income

incentive programs under consideration, at that time, and predicted

serious difficulties in recruiting and retaining physicians in the ab-

sence of the draft. 2 7 He further suggested that the growing disparity

between demand for military health care and the ability to satisfy that

demand was not necessarily being caused by a physician shortage as much
28

as a surplus of patients. He reported that the active forces had

been reduced significantly by 1973 from a peak of 3.5 million in 1968,

with a concommitant reduction in military medical officer authorizations.

However, the number of retired members, their dependents, and dependents

of active duty personnel had increased during this period, and .ias ex-

pected to continue at tlis trend for the remainder of this century.-2

This dhenomenon is a hidden cost of the United States involvement in

the Vietnam ":ar, and has considerable impact on the military health

L i. .,
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care delivery system.

In a 1975 student essay for the Army l.'ar College, Jon N. Harris

traced the development of the Variable Incentive Pay program (VI?),

which is one of the major incentive programs to attract an all-volunteer

medical corps, and provided an excellent discussion of its provisions.2

Harris concluded that the VIP program, combined with advanced promotion

and certain retirement advantages, would make the pay of military physi-

cians reasonably competitive with that of the civilian sector. j
W. M. Vance examined the Army Medical Department physicinr.

procurement policies, procedures and techniques, to determine their

adequac:y t.o meet the requirements for volunteer physicians, for the
I

period 1975 through 1980. In this 1975 OAUS thesis, Vance offered
I

a review of Army physician procurement from 1940 through 1973, presented

an excellent discussion of the AMEDD Officer Procurement. System, and

compared physician procurement techniques used by military and civilian

recruiting agencies. He concluded that the procurement network was not

being shifted forcefully enough to meet the realities of the zero-draft

environment, and predictcd that significant shortages in physicians

would occur, unless a concerted effort was made to attract volunteers

through an aggressive Pnd innovative package of advertising techniques.3

Vance's predictions of physician shortages were echoed in a

1975 Navy study, in which John Waggoner and others concluded that, be-

cause of the heavy turnover ofi Navy physicians during the transition

to an all-vilunteer corps, the n'avy 3ureau of Medicine and Surger-y

would lose more physicians in the late 1970's than it could replace,



and would therefore be unable to provide care at existing levels for

all categories of Navy beneficiaries. 3 3 This study concluded that the

most cost-effective alternatives for providing care which was no longer

available in Navy facilities, were increased use of the Civilian Health

and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (CHANPUS), or exploration

of the use of Health Maintenance Organizations by dependents and re-

tired beneficiaries. The study projected that these alternatives would

be required until the 1980's, when, it predicted, physician procurement

34
programs would enable the Navy to regain its medical officer strength.

During the summer of 1977, the necessity to reduce health ser-

vices to dependents and retired beneficiaries, because of dwindling

physician resources, resulted in a noticeable increase in the visibility

of the difficulties being encountered with physician procurement. 3 5

Cutbacks in health services were perceived as part of the general

"erosion of benefits" of the militar-y, and the sudden "doctor shortage"

assumed increased news value.

In a 1976 MIAAS thesis, J. J. Foley, Jr. surveyea a sample of

mid-career Regular Army ozzicers, to determine the effect of perceived

erosion of benefits on career planning decisions. He found that the dis-

integration of the Army fringe benefit package, particularly medical

care and retirement benefits (and medical care as an important benefit

of the retirement package), .,ere strong influences to leave the Arm.56

Foley reported cn a 1975 Army-wide random survey of ten percent of

married officers, of which 71.6 percent felt medical care ias the most

valuable benefit, and an additional 17.7 percent considered it the
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second most valuable benefit.37 The results of his research correlated
38

extremely well with this and other surveys.

In the fall of 1978, the Association of the United States Army

published a Special Report entitled '"ilitary Health Care: A Deteriora-

ting Benefit," which concluded that the military health care system was

in a state of crsais caused by a growing shortage of physicians, "the

prime health care practitioners."'39 This articulate, if somewhat argu•-

mentative paper attributed the "physician shortage" to the elimination

of the doctor draft and draft-related programs, and retention, failure

arising out of conditions of physician overwork, inadequate facilities,

and the erratic beha-ior of retention-related programs. It forecast

little chance of alleviating physician shortages short of a return to
40

the draft, and offered a broad array of reco endatione aimed at in-

creasing retention, upgrading medical facilities, and expanding medical

benefits for dependents and retired personnel.4 1

The primary contribution of the AUSA paper was its blunt and

rather bleak assessment of the impact of reduced military health care

capabilities on the entire erosion of benefits issue. The decreasing

availability of Army physicians, particularly in specialties such as

radiology and internal medicine, has required curtailment of certain

services in many facilities, and referral of patients to the civilian

sector. 4 2 The groups most affected have bee-i retired members and their

dependents, and to a lesser extent, dependents of active duty personnel.

Since, u.-.er CHANPUS, retired members are liable for twenty-five per-

cent of inpatient charges, referral to a civilian hospital for a long-
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term or catastrophic illness could represent financial disaster for

persons in this category. AUSA wryly noted that, having supposedly

accumulated permanent health care entitlements for himself and his

spouse over the course of a military career, the retiree is now being

forced, because of the shortage of military physicians, either to

risk the financial consequences of serious illness, or buy insurance

to fill the gap which has suddenly appeared.4 3 The financial conse-

quences of referring dependents of active duty personnel to civilian

facilities, though less than those for retirees, are still significant,

particularly for junior enlisted personnel. The AUSA paper concluded

that problems with the military health c&re system, and the continuous

uncertainty in the minds of soldiers regarding the availibility of care

for themselves, and particularly their dependents, constitute rthe

current prime threat to the morale and well-being of the Armed Forces

of the United States."44

The strong position adopted by the AUSA Report and the numerous

normative statements contained therein are considered to be beyond the

academic scope and limitations of this study. The paper has been in-

cluded in the literature review because of its recency and the insights

it provides into the complexity of the subject, as well as the impact

of procurement and retention on the morale, and therefore, the effective-

ness of the armed forces. The very existence of reports such as this

has led the author to conclude that this academic investigation is

appropriate, and potentially valuable.

A '0
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CHAPTER II

PI.NNING FOR THE ALL-VOLUNT=,

ENVIRONMENTM_

Historical Perspectives

Richard M. Nixon's proposal to end the increasingly unpopular

military draft and establish an all-volunteer armed force, made late

in the 1968 Presidential Campaign,1 was not a novel idea. Until the

Selective Service Act of 1948, the nation, during peacetime, had re-

lied on volunteers to maintain what had been relatively small military

forces. 2 Enacted to provide the military manpower required to cope

with the tensions of the Cold War era, this statutory authority for

military induction was amended in 1950 to include doctors as a special

cntegory, and extended continuously for four-year periods over the

following twenty-year period. In 1971, Presidont Nixon, in fulfillment

of his campaign promise, requested a two-year extension of Presidential

authority to induct, and set the goal of 1 Jul,, 1973 for termination

of the military draft. 3 The achievement of this goal removed what had

become a major social irritant from the American domestic scene. The

ultimate effects this action will have on military medicine have yet

to be realized.

The national climate in the late 1960's which witnessed the

domestic violence, demonstrations, and draft resistance, evasion and

avoidance of the Vietnam era, provided heightened political impetus to

21
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Presidential initiatives to terminate the military draft. A Presi-

dential Commission, appointed in 1969 under the chairmanship of

Thomas Gates, studied the feasibility and desirability of an all-

volunteer force. One year later, this Commission reported its unani-

mous opinion that the national interests would be better served by an

all-volunteer force, supported by an effective standby draft, rather

than by continuation of the existing Selective Service system. Con-

gressional acceptance of its findings was readily obtained.4 In re-

flection of the national mood, Congressional approval of the termina-

tion of the draft arose more from a preoccupation with ending United

States involvement in Southeast Asia, than an extensive analysis of

the economics of the all-volunteer force concept. In the words of

Senator Sam Nunn (D, Y.C.),..analysis of the all-volunteer force was

not the sole concerning issue at the time." 5 During Congressional consi-

deration of the 1971 Nixon request for a final draft extension of two

years, a total of fifty-four amendments were proposed on the Senate

floor, many of which dealt with the Vietnam War and not the military

draft.
6

The major recomnmendations oft the Gates Commission involved

elimination of what were perceivea as pay inequities which discriminated

against junior enlisted personnel. 7 The basic premise of the Nixon

administration was that an all-volunteer force could be achieved by

merely paying a "market wage" sufficient to attract enough recruits to

make the draft unnecessary.a While it was possible to conceive of

compensating recruits at levels earned by comparably aged and educated
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civilian workers, there is no evidence to suggest that serious con-

sideration was given to achieving market parity between military and

civilian physician incomes. It was estimated that the average net pre-

tax income for physicians in private practice was approximately $40,000

per year, in 1971.9 To partially close the gap between incomes of mili-

tary and civilian physicians, the Gates Commission recommended a re-

vised and significantly increased scale of special pay for physicians

which would increase monthly professional pay to over $1,000 per month
i0=-

for medical officers with over eight years of active ser-vice. Having

nade this extremely expensive, and thus, relatively unfeasible recommen-

dation, the Gates ccmuission concluded that medical officers too could

be all-volunteer. The national climate was such that arguments to the

contrax-y were simply not in vogue.

Physician Procurement Under the Draft

Section 5(A) of the Military Selective Service Act provided

authority to induct medical, dental, end allied specialist personnel

(veterinarians, optometrists, and male nurses), who, as Special Regis-

trants, were registered and classified separately by local draft boards,

and were subject to special draft calls. The majority of individuals

in this category were subject to this doctor draft until age thirty-five,

as a result of receiving student deferments from the general draft

prior to age twenty-six. This general provision of the law regarding

7 deferments was applied, in practice, only to Special Registrants. 1 I

For the twenty-two years of its existence, the doctor draft,

and draft-related procurement programs, provided the over.heL]ring

' , -' .. . . ,i . . .. . , " ,, "
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majority of physicians for the military services. Since less than

one percent of these physicians remained on active duty beyond their

two-year statutory obligation,12 the miliztary medical departments had

a continuing need for a significant portion of each graduating class

of medical students. As a result of this continuing nilitary require-

ment and their vulnerability to military induction until age thirty-

six, graduating male medical students generally knew that they .-ould

be required to serve their military obligation. Their probability of

serving was markedly greater than foL* those subject to the general

draft. nuring the four years prior to the end of the draft, over sixty

percent of each medical school graduating class fulfilled their mili-

tary obligation, either through the draft or draft-related procurement

programs.1 3 In contrast to this trend, Fichard '7. L. Cooper of the

Rand Corporation estimated that, if the draft had been continued, by

the mid-1970's, only one out of every five young men subject to the

general draft would have ever served in the military.I1 As a result

of their relative certainty of being drafted, many graduating physicians

reluctantly entered "voluntary" procurement programs, in order to ob-

tain their choice of service branch and the timing of their military

service. '4hile technically not drafted, their services were obtained

as a result of the draft, and their lack of career motivation as a

group was indistinguishable from those physicians who were actually

"inducted.

The ?erry Plan

An overwheLming majority of service requirements for physicians,

k I-
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and particularly, for physician specialists were filled through the

Armed Forces Physician's Appointment and Residency Consideration Pro-

gram, which was established in 1954 by Dr. Frank Berry, Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Realth and Medical), and soon thereafter, became

commonly knoi,.n after its founder. ' This program was advantageous to

both the individual physician and the militariy services, for it pro-

vided for a predictable and managed influx of specialists for the ser-

vices, while enabling graduating medical students to obtain deferment

of their active duty obligation until completion of specialty training.

Each year, the military services would project their future require-

ments in all of the recognized medical specialities which could be

filled by that year's graduating class. Since the number of years re-

quired for completion of residency training varied among specialities,

these requirements would be projected for the different "out-years"

when various specialty groups would become available. Based on these

projections, the services would offer deferment of active duty to en-

able physicians to complete their residency training.

Voluntary participation in the program was solicited from

each graduating class, during the spring of each year. Applicants could

indicate their desire to enter active duty either i.maediately after

completion of their internship year; after a one-year post-internship

delay for partial residency training; or after full deferment for their

desired specialty training. Applicants also ranked their preference

for branch of service. Since, during most of the years of its exis-

16s itence the Berry Plan was substantially oversubscribed, selection for
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full deferment and allocation to branch of service was accomplished

by means of : random lot computer match. Those who matched for speci-

alty deferment were offered a R.eserve Commission by the service to

which they had bcer allocated, and upon completion of the co.nLissicn-

ing process, were placed in a delayed Reserve status until completion

of their training. Wnile in this status, they received no compensa-

tion from the military, but were no longer subject to the draft. Resi-

dency training was accomplished in the civilian sector, %ith no inter-

action on the part of the military.

Applicants who were not selected for full deferment could subse-

quently apply for the other options of a one-year delay for partial

training or immediate active duty after internship. The fact that these

latter options were considered to be viable alternatives to withdrawpl

from the program indicates how important it was for physicians wzho de-

sired specialty training to remain on academic cycle. Most residencies

started in July, and many of the more prestigious prograns would not

accept applicants who were subject to being drafted in mid-year. An

individual who did not participate in the Berry Plan and was subject

to the doctor draft had an excellent chance of being inducted, and, if

off-cycle, of losing one or possibly two years in addition to his active

service, before finally becoming a fully trained specialist.

Although a voluntary program, the Berri Plan was inextricably

tied to the doctor draft. Although those prticipants who ..ere in de-

layed status *.ere required to fulfill their milit.ary obligation and, 3s

"will be discussed in succeeding chapters, formed the bulk of physician

specialists during the 1970's, the program itself was chased cut as of
k
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1 July 1973, concurrently with the end of the draft.17

P.etenticn as a Continuing Problem

Heavy reliance on the doctor draft and draft-related programs

such as the Berry Plan for procurement of military physicians resulted

in a sign-ificant degree of personnel management inefficiency within

the military medical departments. This inefficiency was characterized

by constant personnel turbulence, an exhorbitant annual personnel turn-

over and a resulting requirement to constantly reinvest resources in

the training of reolacenents. This, in turnreduced the effective utili-

zation of those physicians on active cuty 'or the primary mission of

patient care. As of 31 December 1970, of l4,699 medical officers on

active duty in the military ser'ices, 1O,549, or almost seventy-one per-

cent were non-career officers (defined as having less than four years

of active service).18 In 1972, over to-thirds of active duty medical

officers were non-volunteers (to include Berryj Plan participants), "4ho

were serving their initial two-year active duty obligated tour. 1 9  One-

sixth of the active duty physicians wrere individuals who had elected

to remain in military service to complete residency training in military
20

teaching hospitals. Of this group, approximately twenty-five percent

could be expected to remain on active duty beyond the obligated service

21they incurred as a result of their militar-y residency training. Thus,

at the time that plans were being formulated to achieve en all-volunteer

medical corps, the only group which could truly be categorized as

"career" was the remaining one-sixth of the medical officers on qctive

duty. The preponderance of initial tour physicians combined with their
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almost non-existent retention rate produced an annual turnover of active

duty physicians which exceeded one-third of total assigned strength.

The turmoil created by this extremely inefficient envirorunent

was cc.npounded by the personnal turbulence associated with the one-year

combat tour requirements of Vietnem. These "conditions of employment"

were obviously intolerable for many of those who were at least nominally

career oriented for, in the late 1960's and early 197C's, the arued

forces were losing career medical officers at an alarming rate. The

Department of Defense fiscsl year end-strength in Regular medical offi-

cers fell frcm 4,646 in Fiscal Year 1967, to 4,C67 by Fiscal year 1971,

decrease of 779, or over sixteen percent. During this period,

slightly less than seventy percent of these losses were the result of

resignations as opposed to retirements.

In the absence of alternatives which might reverse these trends,

the military medical services were being drawn into a closed cycle of

increased reliance on the doctor draft. The annual turnover being ex-

perienced among "two-year doctors" and the loss of career medical officers

created even greater reliance on the draft and draft-related programs

to fill future requirements for medical officers. Since they were con-

suming over sixty percent of each graduating medical class, the military

ser-ices were perceived by many as operating with an unlimited bank

account, 2 3 and wasting the services of a national resource for which,

in the early 1970's, predictions of critical national shortages were

commonly accepted. 2 h The existence of the draft as a secure source which

could "deliver" sufficient physicians to fill any military shortages

m.*-frM~~r~-
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created at least the potential of disincentives for increasing the

efficiency and effectiveness with which military physicians were being
25

managed and utilized. Lieutenant General Richard B. Taylor, M.D.,

Army Surgeon General during the mid 1970's, Stated that '"e had been

with the draft in one form or another since 1941, and, if we were short,

physicians were drafted to meet our needs.'"2 6 A General Accounting Of-

fice study released in 1971, gave further credence to the conventional

wisdom that the military medical departments were inefficient consumers

of medical talent. This report was particularly critical of assigrnment

policies which placed military physicians in administrative positions,

and termed this rather widespread practice a misuse of medical manpower. 2 7

In addition tc these commonly accepted perceptions of military

inefficiency regarding management of physicians, an Increasing preoccu-

pation with health care in American society (which was characterized by

growing acceptance of the notion of health care as a right rather than

a privilege, and increasing federal involvement In health care delivery

through Medicare), and the continuing pressure for some form of national

health insurance exerted further pressure on the military medical de-

partments. When FL 92-129 was enacted in 1971 to extend the draft for

its final two years, an amendment sponsored by Senator Edward Kennedy

(D., Mass.) required the Department of Defense and the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare to jointly investigate the feasibility

of transferring portions of the milJtary medical workload to the civi-
28

lian health care uelivery system. The Department of Defense was sub-

sequently able to convince the Congress that there was no feasible way

____ ___ ____ ___ ------.-.------ ~--. - ---. - -~. .=- -
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of avoiding a sizeable military medical force, because of cost and the

isolation of many military bases. 2 9 Nevertheless, the fundamental

question regarding what form peacetime medical support of the armed

forces should bake has remained in the background throughout the period

this study examines.

An extensive analysis of military physician utilization and

management in the years preceeding the end of the draft is beycnd the

scope and inconsistent with the limitations of this study. The purpose

of this brief discussion has been to describe the climate in which plan-

ning for an all-volunteer physician force and early projections of pro-

gram performance evolved.

Plans for Procuremcnt and Retention

in the All-Volunteer Force

Despite its unpopularity w-ith the medical community and the tur-

bulence and management difficulties it caused for the military services,

the doctor draft had accomplished its purpose of assuring a continuous

supply of physicians for the armed forces. Top management within the

military health care system was publicly optimistic and supportive of

the Presidential initiatives to achieve an all-volunteer force. There

is evidence, however, that at least initially, several of these officials

held serious reservations regarding their ability to attract and retain

sufficient Tdlitary physiciens in an all-volunteer environment. Dr.

Louis Rousselot, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health and invironment)

cornented in 1971 that, without the draft, the military medical sfrvices

could not have survived, and predicted that, without si.milar provisions,

•'W*i F
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they would not be able to meet their future neeHds for physicians. 3 0

Dr. Richard S. Wilbur, who succeeded Dr. Rousselot as Assistant Secre-

tary of Defense (H & E), recognized, in 1972 testimony before the Senate,

that the move to en all-volunteer force of health professionals would

not be easy. He further testified that if the military services were

to be all-volunteer by Fiscal Year 1974 (1 July 1973), they would have

to convert many of their "two-year" physicians to a volunteer status,

by that time.31 In vic*4 of this group's retention history over the

previous twenty years, the probability of this occurring was obviously

unlikely.

In 1977, Vernon McKenzie, who was Deputy Assistant Secretary of

Dtfense for Health Affairs throughout the period studied, testified un-

der questioning by a subcommittee of the House Armed Services Cormittee

that there was serious consideration, at least initially, of alternatives

to an all-volunteer military medical service. According to his testimony,

the original decision to terminate the draft had included one exception

-- physicians. Approximately three months later, however, the decision

to exclude physicians from the all-volunteer force experiment !,as re-

versed, and it was decided that the Department of Defense would try to

procure and obtain an all-volunteer health force just as it would for

32the overall force. McKenzie indicated that since the terrnination of

the doctor draft, hiL office had considered "ho" strong a case'? could

be developed in support of a draft for physician.s or certain other

health professionals only. He offered his personal opinion that a re-

turn to a selective draft of physicians .ias the answer to -.hat, by 1977,
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33
had become a critical shortage of military physicians.

In view of the Administration's decision that there would be

no exceptions to its goal of an all-volunteer force (and the political

and legal difficulties which would have undoubtedly resulted from any

attempt to continue the military draft for only one group within the

United States), it became readily apparent that dramatic changes would

have to occur in physician procurement programs. The Department of De-

fense estimated that, without revitalized programs to attract and retain

physicians in a zero-draft environment, active duty strength of military

physicians would drop from a beginning strength of 15,587 In Fiscal

Year 1971 to a beginning strength of 6,736 by Fiscal Year 1980, a re-
34

duction of almost fifty-five percent in ten years. The Congress

agreed, and a Report of the Senate Armed Services Commnittee in 1972 con-

cluded that the uniformied services were facing a long range problem in

attracting and retaining medical personnel that was approaching crisis

proportions.35 As the termination of the draft approached, there was

apparent consensus in the federal government that unless sufficient in-

centive. were developed to attract physicians to military service, the

armed forces would be unable to recruit and retain sufficient medical

officers to support the military mission or provide future leadership
36

for the military medical departments.

Plans to avert this projected crisis concentrated on the deve-

lopment of two broad categories of incentives: subsidization of medical

education in return for obligated military service; and creation of sig-

nificantly increased financial incentives to induce medical officers to
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remain on active duty beyond their Initial obligation. The latter

vwa also designed to attract volunteers from the civilian physician

force. Plans also included increasing the efficiency of 'he mill-

tary utilization of physicians and thereby Improving their career pat-

terns by stremlining personnel management practices, enhancing assign-

ment stability and increasing the use of ancillary personnel. The

overall efficiency of military medicine would be further enhanced by

redoubling efforts to regionalize military health care on a tn-service

basis.37 To fill short range requirements until these programs took

effect, those who had entered the Berry Plan and were still in specialty

training would be called to active duty as stipulated at the time of

their commissioning, and would form a final essential pool of draft

motivated military physicians. Army assets in this category numbered
38

approximately 2,900.

Health Professions

Scholarship Program (HPSP)

On 21 September 1972, Congress enacted PL 92-426, TheArmed

Forces Health Professions Revitalization Act of 1972, which included

as one of its two major provision&, the establishment of an Armed Forces

Health Professions Scholarship Program (HPSP), "for the purpose of ob-

taining adequate numbers of commissioned officers on active duty who
39

are qualified in the various health professions." This legislation

also provided for the establishment of a Uniformed Services University

of the Health Sciences (in effect, a military medical school) which is

discussed in subsequent sections of this study.

Lti i i I I I I I I !•
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The concept of a scholarship program to provide an alternative

to the doctor draft was quite popular, and had been proposed for se-

veral years prior to the end of the draft. Moreover, the qid ro

nature of this concept was consistent vith the general approach of the

Nixon Administration to achieving an all-volunteer force. In testimony

before the Senate in Support of the HPSP in 1972, Dr. Richard F. !.'ilbur

noted that one of the greatest difficulties anticipated in procuring

health professionals was in persuading members of the health profes-

sions to even consider a career in the armed forces. He further com-

mented that the HPSP was designed to do precisely this, and to be the

* major device which, in the short range, would 'ill the procuremont gap

created by termination of the doctor draft.40

PL 92-426 provided for the establishment of not more than

5,000 scholarships Pt any one time, to be Allocated ainong the milita.ry

services, which could be offered to eligible U.S. citizens who wcre

accepted or enrolled in accredited schools of medicine, osteopathy,

dentistry, veterinary medicine, optometry, =nd other allied health

disciplines. The program is still in effect, and participants are

commissioned in the inactive Feserve of their sponsoring service and

receive payment of tuition, books, certain academic fees, and a monthly

stipend of $hOC.O0, for ten and one-half months per year. For' the re-

maining forty-five day! each year, students enter acti7e duty for train-

ing status in the pay grade of 0-1 (2d Lieutenant or Ensign), gnd re-

ceive the full pay and allow.ances of that grade. This annual active

duty may be ser-red in a clinical or other training experience at R
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military facility, or at the student's school, if his academic pro-

gram will not permit absence. Participants incur an active duty obli-

gation of one year for each year of participation or fraction thereof,

with a miLL um obligation of two years. Participants are further ob-

liged to apply for internship training with their sponsoriAig service,

if appropriate (as in the profession of medicine). Time spent in mili-

tary internship or residency training does not fulfill the HFPFP-incurred

acti7e duty obligation. In its original form, HPFP participants wrould

incur no additional active duty obligation for accepting military re-

sioency training. Effective 1 October 1977, however, this policy w'ts

changed through the promulgation of DoD Directive 6000.2 (Active Duty

Obligations) which provided for an additional active duty obligation of

one-half year for each year of training in a military facility.41

The Health Professions Scholarship Program wa.s offered to stu-

dents during the winter of 1973, to include those seniors who were Al-

ready identified with the military and who might wish to avail them-

selves oi one-half year of scholarship benefits, wit.hout added obligation.

The program was well-received and, from January to June 1973, a total

of 3,356 applications were processed by the Army, against its alloca-

tion of 1,850 scholarship spaces.42 Of those selected, a total of

838 accepted scholarships during this period, of which 3154 were in

medicine, 346 in dentistry, and the remainder in other eligible disci-

plineo.4
3
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Uniformed Services University

of the Health Sciences

The .ealth Professions Scholarship Program was designed to be

a short range solution to the problems of physician procurement. As

such, it enjoyed considerable popularity within the Congress and the

academic community as a reasonable and effective mechanism for obtain-

ing medical volunteers. The Uniformed Services University of the Heilth

Sciences (USD11), also authorized by PL 92-426, Was supported by the

Department of Defense, "as a long range device for retaining the mem-

bers of the health professions who are procured," but was q far more

controversial component of this legislation.

In its final form, PL 92-426 provided for the eetablish:ment,

vithin twenty-five miles of the District of Columbia, a Uniformed

Services University of the Health Sciences, to be organized to graduate

not less than 100 medical students annually, with the first class gra-

duating not less than ten years after the date of the enactment of the

law. Students would be communissioned in pay grade 0-1, and serve on

active duty with the full pay and allowances of that grade for their

entire period of medical school. An active duty obligation of seven

years would be incurred as a result of participation, and this obliga-

tion could not be fulfilled during residency training in 2 military

facility.145

Enact- ent of this legislation fulfilled a twenty-five year

effort of Representetive F. Edward Hebert (D., LA) *aho had succeeded

H. Mendel Rivers (D., S.C.) as Chairman of the House Armed 17ex-rices
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Committee, to bring a '".'est Point of Medicine- into being."' It also

represented a significant legislative compromise between the House and

the Senate. Zuring Senate hearings on H.R. 2 (the iouse Bill under

which these proposals were considered), almost unanimous opposition to

the USUHS was expressed by organized medicine, medical education, physi-

cian veterans groups, and other interested organizations within the

health care industry.47 Opposition centered on the fundamental question

of the appropriateness of a federal university, and considerable con-

cern over the precedent of federally established medical schools.

Expressing concern that establishment of the USIM.S would isolate its

graduates and faculty from the mainstream of American medicine, HUE<

Secretary Elliot L. Richardson strongly opposed enactment of t1is pro-

posal, but supported enactment of the scholqrship portion of this le-

gislation.49 Secrctary of Defense Melvin Laird, who as a Member of

Congress had supported the USUHS, strongly urged enactment of this

proposal, as a means of attracting a significant number of physicians

into the militar-y departments and, more importantly, as a means of re-

taining senior military physicians by providing an opportunity to

participate in an "academic environment of the highest professional

caliber.nSO This latter point appears to have been one of the major

reasons for support of the USUHS by the milita7r services, for, there

..as serious distress at the continued loss of senior militar-y physi-

cians. Many of these physicians were moving to civilian universities

with the rank of full professor, not necessarily because they were un-

happy :.ith the military, but because they could not find the ultimate
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within the military establishnent.,1

As P result of the strong opposition to the USUMF from the

private sector, and because of concern over vhat it considered to be

a lack of any clear consensus within the government as to the need or

the desirability of a federal medical school, as well as apprehension

52over the cost effectiveness of the USU.S, the Senate passed a sub-

stitute version of the House Bill which recuired a feasibility study

of the USU•.S, and postponed further consideration of the proposal un-

til completion of this study by the Fecretary of Defense.' The Fenote

version of the scholarship portion of thi3 legislative proposal was

considerably less costly than that contained in H.R. 2, since the latter

pro7ided for active duty in grade 0-1, throughout the program. In a-

classic example of Congressional quid ro quo, the Conference Report

of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses

agreed that the Senate version of the scholarship program wrould prevail,

and that Congressman Hebert would get his military medical schcoo.5h

Controversy over the cost effectiveness of this institution reappeared

in 1977, and is discussed in a succeeding chapter of this study.

Variable Incentive Pqy

The military recognized from the outset that the benefits of

the scholarship program and the university would not be fully realized

for eight to ten years, because of the length of training required to

become a physician specialist. Although the draft had ended on 1 july

1973, the bulk of the active medical force was still a product of the
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draft, and would not be leaving the military until the summeers of 197"'and 1975. In lete 1973 and early 19%,b recognizing that the phytstcians
on active duty represented the best procurement source available, the

Departmnent oil Defense urgently sought a program of additional financial

Lincentives for nedical officers. It was hoped that these incentives

wiould assist in retaining a large portion of those who ;.ere about to

complete their initial obligation, recruit some practitioners frcm the

ci*vilian sector, and retain experienced health professionals Afor a full

military career.55

On a number of occasions since w.orld 7-ar II,, Congress had en-

acted legislation which provided Special financial incentives to en-

courage retention of military physicians. The most notable of these

was the Ccntinuation Pay program, establi3hed in 1967, under which

career officers who committed themselves in writing to ser-e for one

or miore additional years would receive four months base pay for each

year they agreed to extend. 56Most of these incentives w*ere directed

at retention of the relatively small group of career officers, under

the general assumption that, even with financial incentives, the bulk

of military physicians would be supplied through involuntary procu-re-

ment programs. 5 7

A continuing disparity In income between the nilitaryi physician

and his civilian counterpart had been generally accepted as being the

major source of difficulty in recruiting and retaining medical o~fficers

beyond their initial obligation. Conceeding, in late 19731, that physi-

cians were the only group in which income disparity between the military
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and civilian sectors remained, the Department of Defense requested

priority Congressional action to correct this barrier to achieving

an all-volunteer force.5 8 In testimony before the House Armed Ser-

vices Committee in February 1974, Dr. James Cowan, who had succeeded

Dr. Wilbur as Assistant Secretary of Defense (H & E) estimated that

the median income of physicians in private practice for five years

was approximately $433,000 per year, and predicted that, without le-

gislative action to reduce the "magnetic effect" of their potentially

high earnings from civilian practice, there would soon be insufficient

medical officers on active duty to support depleyed field units and

simultaneously provide health care in military hospitals. 5 9 DoD pro-

jections were that, unless Congress took action, the armed forces would

experience a net loss of 5,067 medical officers during the five year

period from Fiscal Tears 1974 to 1978, and that, by Fiscal Tear 1978,

a shortage of 3,,476 military physicians would exist.60 The urgency of

this requested action arose from the fact that 7,L249 physicians were

expected to leave active duty during 1974 and 1975. The Department of

Defense projected that if Congress enacted the proposed program of in-

centive pay, it might be able to retain as many as one-third of these

physicians, and by so doing, solve its physician staffing problems until

the 1980's (when the student programs would begin to realize their full

potentiaL).61 Eactment of this proposal was also expected to reverse

what was considered an unacceptable loss of senior medical officers who

were required for the continued viability of the military residency pro-

grams which over the previous twenty-five years, had been almost the only
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Again, Congress agreed with the Department of Defense, and on

6 May 1974 enacted PL 93-274 as emergency legislation. This law estab-

lished the Variable Incentive Pay program (VIP), on an eighteen-month

experimental basis. Wile not designed to provide complete parity with

the civilian sector, this program was expected to significantly reduce

the income disparity betweer. military and civilian physicians. This Is-

gislation authorized a monthly professional pay allovance of $350 per

month, for medical officers with over two years active service, and pro-

vided a Variable Incentive Pay bonus of up to $13,500 per year for non-

obligated physicians who agreed in writing to remain on active duty for

a period of four additional years. Contractual comaitments of three,

two, or one additional years were also authorized at slightly reduced

bonuses.63

For some reason, after repeatedly testifying to the criticality

of this legislation and urging swift Congressional action to provide a

retention instrument aimed at those physicians who vere leaving in the

sumer of 1974, the Department of Defense did not impliment the program

until 12 September 1974, long after the annual summer exodus of military

physicians had occurred. In response to a subsequent Congressional in-

vestigation, the reason given for this delay was that the Department of

Defense was studying the implimentation procedures, and studying the

utilization of doctors in the government. 6h

Despite this delay in implimentation, enactment of the Variable

Incentive Pay program was hailed as the capstone of military initiatives
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to achieve an all-volunteer medical force, and was fairly well received

by those eligible to participate. DoD-wide retention of Berry Plan par-

ticipants rose from 6.2 percent in Fiscal Year 1974, to 14.9 percent in

the first full year of the program's existence. The number of volunteers

rose from 132 in Fiscal Year 1974, to 454 in Fiscal Year 1975. Although

far below the thirty-three percent retention hoped for by the Department

of Defense, these early experiences were significant and led to optimism

that the armed forces would be able to achieve the all-volunteer goal.

The costs associated with these procurement and retention pro-

grams were enormous. The Health Professions Scholarship Progrsm was esti-

mated to cost $40 million in Fiscal Year 1973, and over $50 million in

each succeeding year. It was expected that the Uniformed Services Univer-

sity of the Health Sciences would cost .V102 million, during the first

ten years of its existence. Cost estimates for the Variable Incentive

Pay program were $37.2 million during the first year, end over $0 mil-

lion for each succeeding year.66 Congress was obviously willing to sup-

port the military services in their efforts to achieve all-volunteer

status. The "market wage" approach to attainment of an Pall-volunteer

milita•ry force appeared to have overcome its final obstacle.

Volunteers

Recruitment of volunteers from private practice apparently did

not have high priority during the first years of the zero-draft environ-

ment. Attitudes and perspectives developed over thirty years obviously

took time to change. During the period between 19140 and 1973, little

effort had been made to attract non-obligated volunteers to the i!4it -r
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medical departments, since as W. Vance noted, under the doctor draft

any shortage in active duty requirements could be readily filled by in-

creasing the next draft call for physicians.67 During these years,

-.!hen a Special2 Call was in effect, the only t-ey that draft eligible

;hysicians could volunteer was by requesting induction through their

local draft boards. According to Vance, an average of forty-five to

fifty physicians volunteered annually for active duty in the Arxy Medi-

cal 7epartment during the six-year period from Fiscal Years 1969 to 19,',, 6

A major conclusion of Vance's thesis was that in 1974 and 1975, there

was a serious lack of concentrated effort by the Army to attract the vo-

lunteer physician.69 The author has uncovered no evidence which would

dispute this previous research.

Projections of Program Performance

Congressional enactment of the Fealth Professions Scholarship

Program and Variable Incentive Pay gave rise to considerable confidence

on the part of top military health care management that an all-volunteer

ph;,sician force would be attained. Despite their lack of experience or

effort on behalf of non-obligated volunteers, the military services w,,ere

opt:;dstic that sufficient volunteers would be available to fill any

shortages which occurred in future years. In er. interesting departure

from his Congressional testimony, Dr. iilbur, in a 1973 speech to the

American Society of ?ýilitary Surgeons, declared that the "rillingness of

a subszpntial number of health professionals to join (the military) vo-

luntarily, at least for P few years service seened, Ly then, to be -rell

established.70 In addition, the pool of Ber:r Pl:--an participants wrho had
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yet to enter active duty provided a respite for planners at all levels.

The reel shortages would not begin to occur until this group beg:.i

leaving active duty in the sutters of 1976 Pnd 1977. Initial experiences

,with the HPSP ond the VIP had beer encouraging; there was ti~me to impli-

ment the other initiatives aimed at improving the morele of mnedical offi-

cers.
The logic of this optimism -was bnsed on the expectation that,

with an all-volunteer medical force, less turbulence would occur, in-

creased efficiency of physician utilization would be possible, an6 the

cycle of management inefficiency characteristic of the draft years would

be reversed. It wvs projected that, as a result of this increased effi-

ciency, the same level of care could be delivered by significantly re-

duced numbers of milita•z physicians.71 The projected stability of the

future Army 'Yedical Corps was bascd on the significant obligaticns qssoci-

zted with the HPSP and USLUHS, as well as the assmption that the rl,ýjority

of participants in these programs would receive their graduate nefical

education in the ArmTy. As noted previously, the retenticn rate of medi-

cal officers who received their specialty training in the Arny hpd his-

toricelly been approximately t-enty-five percent. Since response to the

hPSP seemed good, and the participant who performed his residency, train-

ing on active duty could be expected to have served approximncely ?ighf-

-ears of active ser-vice, creditable toward twenty-yezr retirement eligi-

bility, before fulfilling his active duty obligation, there :-as little

reason to expect that retention of -J.SP particio~nts "would be worse then

that of Army residents in the past.

]
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Preliminary studies lent credence to the optimism which pre-

vailed. A 1973 study conducted by the Center for Naval Analyses analyzed

the lifetime earnings of medical officers under the military system which

included the HPSP and assumed passage of the VIP, and compared them with

those of civilian physicians. The study concluded that the combination

of scholarship program and incentive pay would provide sufficient econo-

mic incentives to enable the Navy to retain enough medical officers to

successfully make the transition from conscription to an all-volunteer

medical corps.72 Claude Braunstein, in a 1974 report prepared at the

Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, found as a result of a

100 percent survey of Naval medical officers that seventeen percent were

planning a career in the Navy, and thirty-six percent were totally am-

bivalent. Based on this, he concluded that, with appropriate action

(the VIP), it would be possible to retain over fifty percent of the ac-

tive duty physicians in the Navy. 7 3 Both of these studies had their

caveats, in terms of limitations Lnd methodologies, but apparently were

received with the spirit of optimism which they supported.

The plan seemed reasonable enough: employ the Vri-able Incentive

Pay program to retain the senior medical officers to be teaching chiefs

in the residency programs, and sufficient Berry Plan physicians to staff

the medical departments until the 19EO's. By then, the FP•P would be pro-

ducing on abundance of new physicians,, with long enough obligations to

make them accumulate, and the USUhS would be producing a new breed of

career physicians. Any shortages before these programs reached fruition

would be filled by volunteers from private practice, whom Variable Incentive



Pay :ould attract away from the increasing morass of malpractice problems

and bureaucratic regulations which heve continued to plg.gue the private

health care sector. The long range plan may still prove valid. In the

short term of the 1970's, however, outcomes proved consider-bly less suc-

cessful then had been projected, and led to a military health care deli-

very system -which in late 1978, was characterized by one reporter as "a

system critically short of doctors and unable to keep most of those it

h as
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CHIAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF FROGRAX PERFORMANCE

Physician Procurement and Retention,

1973 - 1978

For most of the period covered by this study, the Department of

Defense remained optimistic in its testimony before Congress that its

procureuuent and retention program would achieve and sustain an adequate

all-volunteer physician force. A General Accounting Office Report of

30 August 1976 concluded that it did not "appear that DoD is experien-

cing significant short-term probleas in recruiting physicians and den-

tists. Authorized manpower levels are generally met and frequently ex-

ceeded." 1. Although this study cautioned that the time lag before the

Health Professions Scholarship Program reached fruition might cause some

shortages, 2 the Department of Defense considered itself in early 1977,

to be the fortunate recipient of some "national resource effects" with

respect to physicians and dentists. 3 An increase in the number of physi-

cians entering the national resource pool, combined with the stats of

the economy and the issue of medical malpractice, had resulted in a rise

in medical volunteers during 1975 and 1976. This increase in volunteers,

combined with the continued accession of obligated Berry Plan partici-

pants, had offset what had originally been a pessimistic outlook for

physician staffing in the late 1970's. As Vice Admiral John G. Finnerin,

the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Military Personnel Policy,

looked to the future in February 1977, he did not see any imuediately
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severe problems In the armed forces' ability to maintain the medical

and dental force, provided that these characteristics did not change. 4

On 21 March 1977, Dr. Robert N. Smith, MD, Assistant Secretary

of Defense (Health and Environment) testified before the House Appropri-

ations Committee that the difficulties originally anticipated In procur-

ing an all-volunteer medical force had been largely offset by the Variable

Incentive Pay (VIP) program, and that the armed forces had already ex-

perienced their most severe physician shortage. 5 The Department of De-

fense projected that the military services would experience an FY77

physician end-strength shortage of 746 or 6.4 percent of the combined

military authorized strength of 11,703; but this was expected to be the

worst year. 6 From the Defense perspective, anticipated gains from the

Health Professions Scholarship Program made it reasonable to project con-

sistent annual Improvement in military physician strength into the 1980's. 7

Table 1 provides the Department of Defense projections for military physi-

cian strength from fiscal years 1977 to 1982, which were submitted to

Congress on 21 March 1977. These projections formed the basis for a de-

cision by the Secretary of Defente in February 1977 that the Uniformed

Services University of the Health Sciences was no longer a necessary

physician procurement mechanism. The controversy which surrounded this

decision is discussed in a subsequent section of this study. These DoD

projections were considered to be still valid as late as 21 June 1977.

On 21 February 1978, eight months later, Dr. John P. White, Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics) testified

before the House Commaittee on Appropriations that the Department of De-

fense had a serious shortage of active duty and reserve physicians which

,'". . . ." -' - ' - .. . . ... -:... . . . . . I-- : f "J J
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TABLE 1

DOD PROJECTIONS OF MEDICAL OFFICER

STRENGTH, FISCAL YEARS 1977-1982

Fiscal Year Number Authorized Number Aasigned Shortage

1977 11,703 10,957 746
1978 11,687 11,028 659
1979 11,726 11,253 473
1980 11,726 11,382 344
1981 11,726 11,497 229
1982 11,726 11,726 0

Source: House Appropriations Committee Hearings on the Military
Construction Appropriation for 1978, p. 362.

was Impairing the ability of the military medical departments to provide

quality health care. 9 The respite from the full impact of the termina-

tion of the doctor draft had ended.

Berry Plan Part icipants

The radical change which occurred in military physician staffing

during the last half of 1977 was largely the result of a drmatic reduc-

tion in the ratio of Berry Plan participant gains to losses. Members

of the class of 1972 (the last group of physicians who participated in

the Berry Plan) entered active duty in large numbers during the summer

of 1975 and 1976. When these individuals left active duty after complet-

ing their two-year obligation, they were not replaced; and armed forces

reliance on the doctor draft was effectively ended.

The degree to which the Army Xedical Department continued to de-

pend on deferred Berry Plan participanits during the mid-1970's may be
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derived from a comparison of Berry Plan accessions and total Medical

Corps accessions during this period. Table 2 provides data on vhich to

base this comparison. Until the sumer of 1976, over sixty-tvo percent

of physician accessions into the "all -volunteer" Army Medical Corps each

year ware draft deferred Barry Plan participants. This accession cate-

gory accounted for more than fifty percent of Medical Corps gains during

TABLE 2

BERRY PLAN ACCESSIONS COMPARED TO

TOTAL AMHY MEDICAL CORPS ACCESSIONS, FIY1973-1978

Fiscal Year Berry Plan Total MC Percent represented
Accessions Accessions by Berry Plan

1973 871 1,384 62.9
1974 764 1,227 62.3
1975 658 1,025 64.2
1976 584 937 62.3
197T 371 741 50.1
!977 141 669 21.1
1978 45 880 5.1

Source: U.S. Department of the Army. Working Papers (DASG-PTB),
n.d., n.p,

_• Until Fiscal Year (FY) 1977, the federal fiscal year began on
1 July of the preceeding calendar year. Thus, FY1976 extended
from I July 1975 through 30 June 1976. FY7T was a three-month
period from 1 July through 30 September 1976. FY1977 commenced
the present federal fiscal cycle and extended from 1 October
1976 through 30 September 1977.

the seummr of 1976. Over four times as many BerTy Plan participants en-

tered active duty in the summer of 1975 as did in 1977 (584 4 141). A

similar comparison of 1976 to 1978 yields a ratio greater than eight to
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one (371 . 45). Navy and Air Force experiences during the same period

closely paralleled those of the Army. During the period from 1 July

1973 to 30 September 1976, the Berry Plan accounted for 6,058 or 57.7

percent of the 10,501 physiciana who entered the armed forces. 1 0 The

lose of large numbers of these during 1977 and 1978 was compounded by

the fact that those Berry Plan participants who entered active duty dur-

ing 1977 and 1978 were generally not representative of the specialists

they replaced. The majority of later arrivals had received longer de-

ferrments to complete sub-specialty training for which recognized mili-

tary requirements existed. Difficulties associated with the maldistri-

bution of specialists which also occurred during 1977 and 1978 are dis-

cussed in subsequent sections of this study.

Almost all of the Berry Plan participants who entered active duty

during the mid-1970's ware fully trained specialists. They represented

a cross-section of Aerican medical education, and constituted an essen-

tial component of the military medical care delivery system. According

to Vice Admiral D.L. Custis, Navy Surgeon General, the Berry Planner re-

presented some of the military services' most talented medical officers. 11

Prom the beginning, plans bad called for replacing these highly trained

physicians with Health Professions Scholarship Program participants (who

would require between three and five years of graduate medical education

before reaching equivalent status), and with volunteers to fill Uhatever

shortages occurred. During the sumer of 1976, the military services

became aware that the numbers of volunteers originally projected were

not materializing. It was also apparent that the lack of sufficient
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volunteers to provide coverage until those HPSP participants who were

beginning to enter active duty became fully trained would seriously de-

grade military medical care capabilities. As a result, the Surgeons

General made a concerted effort to retain a significant portion of the

remaining Berry Plan participants by seeking Congressional action to re-

move what had become a major irritant to this group of medical officers.

Berry Plan participants were not eligible to participate in the

Variable Incentive Pay program during the initial two-year active duty

obligation which they had incurred at the time they were couissioned.12

Although they had accepted this committment in order to obtain security

from the draft, many Berry Plan participants felt discriminated against

when they finally entered active duty in a zero-draft environment to find

that, although they had technically volunteered and had received no fi-

nancial assistance from the armed forces, they were ineligible for the VIP.

Because of their graduate training, Berry Plan participants were frequently

service or department chiefs in military hospitals. In some cases they

were even attending staff physicians at military teaching hospitals, and

as such found themselves training military interns, residents and fellows

who were receiving at least a partial VIP bonus.13 Under the provisions

of the VIP, it was entirely possible (and apparently not uncomon) for a

Berry Planner who was a board eligible or certified graduate of a presti-

geous residency program to be assigned as the supervisor of a non special-

ized or partially trained foreign medical graduate who had been "recruited

off the street," and was therefore eligible for the VIP bonus. This para-

dox was perceived by many as unjust, and acted as a major job dissatiafier
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which made attempts at retention generally futile. 1 4 As a result, accor-

ding to General Taylor, this vital group of specialists was not extending

in anywhere near the great numbers which had been originally anticipated. 1 5

In an effort to redress what had become a serious morale problem

within the medical force, and to provide additional retention incentives.

for approximately 3,400 Berry Plan participants who were either on active

duty or still in delayed status, New York Representative Samuel Stratton

(D., N.Y.) introduced H.R. 14772 in July of 1976.16 This proposed amend-

ment to the original VIP legislation would have provided a bonus of up to

$9,000 per year for those Berry Plan participants serving their initial

active duty obligation who agreed in writing to remain on active duty for

one or more years beyond their obligated service.17 The precedent for

this type of reduced bonus was drawn from the fact that certain military

residents were already eligible for a like amount.

During House Armed Services Comittee Hearin3s on this proposed

amendment, the military Surgeons General were unanimous in their strong

support, for reasons discussed above. A review of the transcript of these

hearings indicates that some members of the committee, most notably Repre-

sentative Bill Nichols (D., ALA.), were equally supportive. The Depart-

ment of Defense, however, was opposed to enactment. The reasons offered

for this opposition were the fact that the Office of Management and Budget

and the Comptroller General of the United States were conducting studies

on military compensation which were scheduled for completion and presenta-

tion to the Congress later that summer. In addition, the Department of

Defense objected to any further "piecemeal approaches' to military compen-

sation. 1 8 It was not a question of cost; &he estimated costs of enactment
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of this proposal were $3.3 million for FY 77 and $2.6 million for FY 78,
19

sums which could have been readily absorbed within the Defense Budget.

(Obviously, the only costs incurred would have been caused by the reten-

tion of fully trained specialists). The Department of Defense agreed

that the situation with regard to Berry Plan participants constituted
20

a legitimate morale problem. Vernon McKenzie categorized the Berry

Plan as the best investment the military service had ever made. Under

this program, it cost approximately $400 to acquire the services of a

fully trained specialist, compared to $64,740 for the HPSP, $5,600 for

2 trained volunteer, and $33,076 for a volunteer who subsequently re-

ceived training in the military. 2 1 Nevertheless, the Department of De-

fense remained opposed to even a compro-ise position; as a result of this

opposition, HR 14772 was adversely reported on by the House Cou ittee on

Appropriations. In the words of Vice Admiral William P. Arentzen who

succeeded Adm. Custis as Navy Surgeon General, "We lost a golden oppcrtunity.''23

Volunteers

Planners for an all-volunteer medica! force had counted on the

ability of the armed forces to attract sufficient physician volunteers

I to fill any shortages which might occur during the latter part of the

1970's, when student subsidy programs would not be at full productivity.

As it became apparent that retention incentives such as the VIP program

were not achieving the results which had been originally anticipated, t:e

focus of optimistic DoD projections regarding medical officers shifted to

the recruitment of volunteers in unprecedented numbers. The data provided

in Table 3 regarding projected military requirements and the actual nUm-

bar of volunteer phyeiciaits obtained was submitted by the Department of
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Defense to Congress on 21 February 1977. Despite the obvious fact that

the military services were not attracting even one-half of their annual

requirements for volunteers, Defense representatives optimistically in-

terpreted recent experiences, for they constituted significant increases

TABLE 3

DOD PROJECTIONS OF VOLUNTEER PHYSTCIAN

REQUIRMENS, FY 1975 - 1983

Fiscal Year Number of Volunteer Number of Volunteet
'hysicians Required Physicians Obtained

19,1'5 988 454
1976 1,349 658
197T 1,090 351
1977 1,756 188*
1978 1,715 "
1979 1,348 ---
1980 1,219 ---
19S8 1,018 ---
1982 643 --- -

1983 653 ---

*As of mid-February 1977

Source: Senate Appropriations Committee Hearings on the Uniformed
Services University of the Health Sciences, 1977, p. 59.

over previous yearo. Although the first five months of FY 1977 had yielded

only 188 volunteers, the Department of Defense projected a total of 1,010

volunteer physicians for FY 1977, at the time this data was presented. 24

By June 1977, these expectations had been reduced to 850 for the fiscal

year. 2 5

, q !~
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At approximately the sae time that Department of Defense offi-

cials were using the data displayed in Table 3 to support their projec-

tions of annual improvements in future medical officer strengths, the

Army Medical Departmei.t. represented by General Taylor, was presenting

a somewhat less optimistic outlook to the House Arme,! Services Committee.

Army estimates which were submitted to Congress by Ceneral Taylor In

March 1977 projected that the Army Medical Department would require over

800 volunteers during FY 1977 alone, to enable it to cope with the physi-

cian shortages anticipated. 26  Army estimates of the num-ber of medical

corps volunteers required, as well as those anticipated from fiscal years

1976 to 1983 are provided in Table 4.

TABLE 4

A1EDD ESTIMATES OF PHYSICIAN VOLUNTEERS

REQUIRED, AMD ACCESSIONS ANTICIPATED,

FY 1976 - 1983

Fiscal Year Authorized Volunteers Volunteers Shortfall
End-Strength Required Anticipated

1976 4,473 179 104 75
1977 4,733 857 200 657
1978 4,539 780 250 530
1979 4,539 641 275 366
1980 4,539 511 300 211
1981 4,539 283 283 "'"
1982 4,539 160 160
1983 4,539 210 210

Source: Hearings before the Investigations Subcommittee of the House
Committee on Armed Services, on the Need for Continuation of
the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, 1977,
p. 129.

, •T ,- l,'' h,••"T 'r •• i " ~ ,. . .
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II
Although not reflected by the data display, General Taylor

emphasized that these anticipated annual physician procurmant shortages

would be cumulative. 2 7 Thus, any shortages in volunteers experienced

during FY 1977 would raise the procurement requiraments for the following

year. Until satisfied, these shortages would be passed on to each succeed-

Ing year.

Table 5 reflects the number of Medical Corps volunteers which

were recruited annually by the Army Medical Department during fiscal years

1973 through 1978. This table also offers a comparison of AMEDD fiscal

year end-strength authorizations for medical officers and actual end-

strengths during the same period.

TABLE 5

ARMY MEDICAL CORPS AUTHORIZED AND

ASSIGNED PHYSICIAN END-STRENGTHS AND

VOLUNTEER ACCESSIONS, PY 1973 - 1978

Fiscal Year MC Authorized Volunteer MC Assigned
Bod-Strengths Accessions End-Strengths

1973 5,153 129 5,505
Y.974 4,302 72 4.403
1975 4,512 75 4,496
1976 4,473 104 4,398
197T 4,738 67 4,368
1977 4,738 147 4,056
1978 4,009 322 4,063

Source: U.S. Department of the Army. Working Papers, DASG-PTB,
n.d., r,.p.
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In order to conduct an analysis of the data contained in Tables

4 and 5, the differences in projections and experiences regarding the

FY 1978 physician end-strength authorizations and volunteers procured

during FY 1978 require explanation. During FY 1978, the A14EDD reduced

its authorized end-strength for physicians from 4,539 to 4,009, in re-

cognition of the fact that the previously authorized strength could not

be attained by the end of the fiscal year. 2 8 The spaces released by this

action were reallocated to other AMEDD corps which had direct patient

care responsibilities, in an effort to redistribute available funds and

partially offset the effects of the physician shortage. Of the 322 volun- -

teers procured by the AMEDD during FTY 1978, 72 vere recruited for direct

entry into the Army Graduate Medical Education Program, which was signi-

ficantly expanded during that fiscal year. 2 9

The total AMEDD requirement for volunteers had been estimated at

1,816, for the period from 1 July 1975 through 30 September 1978. During

this period, a total of 642 volunteers were recruited. The obvious inability

to attract volunteer physicians in the numbers required to fill the gap

created by the departure of draft-motivated physicians prior to the arri-

val of subsidized medical officers is one of the fundamental causes of

the crisis which faced the Army Medical Department in 1978.

In addition to the lack of adequate nmbers of volunteers, the

level and quality of training possessed by some of those physicians who

were willing to volunteer caused considerable concern within the military

medical departments. During the years of the doctor draft the armed forces

had relied on a cross-section of American medical education. In the mid-

iL-i~
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1970's, they were being forced to turn to foreign medical graduates in

increasing nmbers to fill the seriously depleted ranks of their re-

spective medical corps. The category of "foreign medical graduates"

consists of U.S. citizens who have studied abroad and non-citizen physi-

cians who have emigrated from their native lands. Universal categoriza-

tion of foreign medical education as inferior to that provided by the

American system is unfair. Nevertheless, evidence does seem to support

the validity of this thesis in many cases. In October 1977 the New York

Times reported the release of a study accomplished by the American Board

of Internal Medicine which compared the certification success of graduates

of American and foreign medical schools who had completed residency train-

ing in hospitals within the United States. The study reported that foreign

medical graduates scored far worse on certification examinations than did

graduates of American medical schools. Of 1,202 U.S. and alien graduates

of foreign medical schools who sought board certification, thirty percent

passed the examination, while eighty-one percent of 3,528 graduates of

the American system passed. 3 0

The military services observed difficulties not only with the

level of training possessed by some foreign medical graduates, but also

with their ability to comaunicate with patients. Major General Garth B.

Dettinger, Deputy Surgeon General of the Air Force stated that ninety

percent of medicine was communications; and, as well intentioned as foreign

medical graduates were, they came from a different language and social

climate which made it very difficult for then to practice medicine in the

Air Force. 3 1
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Foreign medical graduates ?rcounted for 237 (thirty-six percent)

of the 658 physicians who volunteered for active duty in the armed forces

during FY 1976. Of the 351 physiciais who volunteered during the sner

of 1976 (FY 197T), 136 or thirty-eight percent were graduate# of foreign

medical schools.3 2 The bulk of foreign medical graduates recruited dur-

ing this period were obtained by the Navy and Air Force (an overwhelming

majority of these were aliens). 3 3  By PY 1978, however, the Army was re-

cruiting heavily in this area. Of the 322 volunteers recruited by the

AMEDD during FY 1978, a total of 139 or 43.2 percent were graduates of

foreign medical schools, and 73 or 22.8 percent were non-U.S. citizens. 34

The problem of foreign medical gra4 v-tes In the armed forces may

be limited in the future by an expected reduction in the number of foreign

physicians who will be available for recruiting in future years. Title

VI of PL 94-484, the Health Professions Educational Assistance Agt of

1976 which became effective in January 1977, imposes limitations on the

mmigration of alien physicians into the United States. 35  In view of the

recent experiences of the armed forces, a significant reduction in the

availability of foreign physicians will have a negative impact on the nm-

ber of volunteers recruited in future years.

Authorizations and Other

Statistical Problems

A review of Congressional testimony concerning the subject of

this study readily verified che truism that numbers and data can be ex-

pressed and interpreted to justify dimetrically opposite positions on

a given subject. For example, in the spring of 1977, the Department of
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Defense was optimistically discussing a shortage of "only" 6.4 percent

of the 11,703 medical officers which the armed forces were authorized

for FY 1977. At the ste time, the Army was projecting a physician shor-

tage that exceeded thirteen percent of its authorizations for the same

fiscal year (4,636 authorized vs. 4,043 assigned). 36 Both sets of statis-

tics were apparently accurate. When discussing the impact of foreign

medical graduates as a percentage of volunteers, the Department of Defense

testified that, during FY 1976, foreign medical graduates accounted for

approximately eight percent of "total physicians recruited.'37 The latter

statistic actually referred to total physician accessions, including Be-rr

Plan participants, 'Jest Point graduates completing medical school, and

HPSP participants. The response of the Surgeon General to Congressional

requests for similar data compared foreign graduates as a percent of physi-

clan volunteers.

The annual fluctuation which occurred in military physician

authorizations (as evidenced within the AMEDD by data provided in Table

5) was a recurring source of confusion and occasional irritation among

members of Coness.38  In addition, these fluctuations undoubtedly

created difficulties for Defense Department officials charged vith moni-

toring the condition of the military health care delivery system. Since

the Department of Defense does not prescribe strength authorizations for

the various c- issioned corps of the individual services, Defense offi-

nials must assume that authorization data provided by the Army, Navy, and

Air Force represents the prioritis-* which have been established by the

Secretaries of these services.39
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Although they are Justified by requirements, military manpower

authorizations are derived from budget and manpower constraints imposed

by the Service Secretaries in compliance with the overall priorities and

constraints established by the Defense Budget. In the course of the

budget decision process, the various agencies, departments and branches

within each service must compete for their share of constrained resources.

During the period studied, the Army continued to adjust its manpower

levels from wartime authorizations, and reordered its priorities to in-

crease combat forces within existing manpower constraints. Since the

combined strength of the AMEDD commissioned corps' account for between

fifteen and sixteen percent of the total Army officer corps, AM=DD offi-

cer authorizations were sensitive to changes in the "tooth-to-tall" ratio

of combat to combat support forces which were accomplished. 4 0

Manpower authorizations are also subject to the dynamics which

were briefly discussed in explanation of the sudden decrease in Army medi-

cul officer authorizations to 4,009 during FY 1978. During testimony

before the House Armed Services Committee in 1977, General Taylor wryly

explained the adjustment of medical officer spaces to reflect the antici-

pated capability of filling them: 'When you drop the water in the stream,

you lower the bridge to make sure they are always the right distance

apart.' 4 1  Although this coment was made in response to a complaint by

Representative Stratton that authorizations were apparently being reduced

to avoid admitting a shortage,42 the practice also reflects the harsh

realities of the keen competition for spaces within the Department of

the Army. Unfilled manpower authorizations for which funds have been

II Iiiliki i J J,,''
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appropriated are likely to be redistributed to meet needs within other

branches and agencies; and, once lost, they are difficult to regain.

An attempt to determine optimum authorizations for the Army Medi-

cal Corps would be far beyond the scope of this study. A brief dis-

cussion of readiness requirements is offered in a subsequent chapter of

this study. It seems appropriate to sumarize the immediate discussion

by referring the reader to Table 5 for a comparison of the authorized

and assigned medical officer fiscal year end-strengths as of 30 June

1973 (FY 73) and 30 September 1978 (FT 78). During the period between

the termination of the draft on 1 July 1973, and 30 September 1978, Army

Medical Corps authorizations were reduced from 5,153 to 4,009, a decrease

of 1,144 or over twenty-two percent. During the same period, Medical

Corps assigned strength dropped from 5,505 to 4,063, a reduction of 1,442

or over twenty-six percent. The population eligible for Army health

care increased slightly during this period of time. 4 3 This dramatic de-

cline in medical officer strength during the first six years of the zero-

draft environment was one obvious impact of the all-volunteer force on

physician procurement and retention during the period examined by this

study.

Distribution of Specialists

In addition to the decline in total medical officer strength, the

Army Medical Department experienced a radical shift in the dis-ribution

of medical specialists during the mid-1970's. This phenomenon was caused

in large measure by the phased reduction of Berry Plan accessions which

correlated well with the length of time normally required to complete
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residency training in the various specialities. Simply stated, those

graduates of the Class of 1972 vbo entered specialties which required

relatively short residencies, such s internal medicine, anesthesiology

and radiology, entered active duty earlier than their classmates who

chose specialties which required longer residencies. For the most part,

those who entered active duty earlier also left earlier; and, by their

leaving, created Saps in the specialty structure which remained empty.

A comparison of the assigned strengths of selected specialties in the

Army Medical Department " of 1 December 1975 and 1 October 1978 is pro-

vided in Table 6. Tbis Table also indicates the percent decrease which

TABLE 6

ASSIGNED STRENGTH OF SELECTED SPECIALTIES

IN THE AN4Y MEDICAL CORPS

1 DEC-4EBR 1975 AND I OCTOB•R 1978

Specialty No. Assigned No. Assigned Percent
As of 1 Dec. 75 As of I Oct. 78 Decrease

Anesthesiology 83 62 25.3
Dermatology 74 48 35.2
Diagnostic Radiology 128 77 39.8
General Surgery 247 209 15.4
Internal Medicine 401 206 48.6
Neurolosy 51 38 25.5
0B/GYN 187 141 24.6
Ophthalmology 87 55 36.8
Otolaryngology 61 42 31.2
Orthopsedic Surgery 184 104 43.5
Psychiatry 177 124 29.9

Source: Compiled by the author from Department of the Army Working
Papers (SGPE-MC) a.d., n.p.

IL
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occurred during this period of time. In deference to the statistical

problems already discussed, the availability of specialists in the latter

part of the period covered by this study has been examined without regard

to authorizations or requiremencs. The availability of speciausts on

I October 1978 has been compared to actual strengths during FY 1976, when

Amy eadlcal Corps authorizations had already been reduced by a total of

680 from 30 June 1973 levels (5,153 - 4,473), and actual end-strength had

decreased a total of 1,107 medical officers (5,505 - 4,398). The criti-

cal shortages of xpecialists which occurred was compounded by the fact

that mission requirements necessitated the uneven distribution of chose

specialists who were available. The impact of this on the Army medical

care delivery system, particularly at installation hospitals within the

United States is examined in a subsequent chapter of this study. The

significant decrease in medical specialists which occL..red during the

latter part of the period examined by this study resulted primarily from

the inability of the Army to retain those phycicians on active duty in

the numbers and specialties which were present, even during the early

years of the zero-draft environment. The results of the short-term plans

for recruiting and retaining an all-volunteer medical force obviously

fell short of established objectives.

Procurement Programs Revisited

Even at the height of their optimistic projections of successful

transition to an all-volunteer force, military health planners had fore-

seen the posaijility of an hiatus between the end of the draft motivated

physician procurement cycle and the maturation of the student subsidy
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programs. As the snort term effects of the zero-draft environment on

physician procurement and retention became clear, emphasis on "getting

well" by the 1 9 80's appeared more frequently in Defense response to

Congressional inquiries regarding the deteriorating status of military

medicine. In February 1978, the Department of Defense projected that

although the Army was expected to be at 85.4 percent of its authorized

medical officer strength at the end of FT 1978, it would experience a

gradual increase in physician strength during subsequent years, and would

reach 100 percent of its authorization by 1983.44 This section will ana-

lyze some aspects of the major procurement programs designed to achieve

a sustainable volunteer medical force in the 1980's, which came to light

as implementation evolved and program performance data became available.

Variable Incentive Pay

The Variable Incentive Pay program did not achieve the resounding

success which had been anticipated when this costly retention mechanism

was enacted. Nevertheless, the financial incentives of the VIP helped

stem the tide of career medical officer losses and assisted in the reten-

tion of some physicians who were completing their military obligation.

Attrition rates for career medical officers remained relatively constant

from 1974 to 1978, in contrast to the distressing increases in the loss

of medical officers in this status which were occurring in the years

prior to enactment.45 Retention of Army medical officers who completed

their initial military obligation rose from 13.8 percent in Fr 1974 to

21.7 percent in Fr 1977.46 Despite the morale problem associated with

Berry Plan participants, retention among this category of medical officers

rose from a tri-service rate of 5.5 percent
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in FY 1973, to 14.9 and 16.9 percent in fiscal years 1975 and 1976

respectively. 4 7 The majority of Berry Plan physicians who participated

in the VIP apparently were interested in extending their tour of active

duty for one year only. In 1978, the Army reported a retention rate of

5.1 percent for Berry Plan participants who had completed three years

of active duty. 4 8 The military services have found it difficult to de-

termine what portion of the increased physician retention rates were due

49
to the VIP. Obviously, the levels of military physician staffing

would have deteriorated even more significantly if the incentives offered

by this program had not been available.

The limited impact which incentive pay had on the retention of

medical officers was caused by several flaws in the program which serious-

1y degraded its attractiveness. Uncertainty regarding the future availa-

bility of the variable incentive bonus arose from the fact that the VIP

was originally enacted on an eighteen-month trial basis, and has remained

a "temporary" program ever since. Repeated extensions of the original

legislation for one year periods by last minute Congressional action, as

was the case in 1977 and 1978 (the current one-year extensior was signed

by the President on 7 October 1978, seven days after expiration of the

previous extension), resulted In understandable apprehension among medi-

cal officers concerning their future income potential in the militaty.

In addition to annual uncertainty over its continued existence,

the constant erosion of the vaire of the VIt bonus by inflation diminished

th.e progra's impact as a retention mechanism. When the VIP was enacted,

the median income for physicians in the United States was approximately
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$45,000 per year. By 1977, the average income of a private practitioner

who had been in practice for eight years was $66,284 per year, while

under the VIP, military physicians with comparable experience earned an

annual salary of $41,995.50 Although never intended to achieve parity

between military and civilian physicians, the VIP was designed to close

the income gap between these groups. Since it has no provisions for

inflation-related adjustments, the attractiveness of this program will

be further eroded each time the Consumer Price Index rises.

The enormous complexity of eligibility provisions and entitle-

ments under the program which arose from the authorizing legislation and

DoD implimenting instructions caused confusion and consternation among

military physicians. Moreover, current eligibility requirements exclude

entire categories of medical officers who would normally be expected to

have the highest potential for career motivation. These exclusions may

have serious effects on the future performance of the other procurement

programs. In addition to Berry Platt participants, medical officers whose

initial active duty obligation results from participation in ROTC while

in college or the Health Professions Scholarship Program are ineligible

for the VIP bonus until their initial obligation has been served.51 The

exclusion of subsidized HPSP participants, although understandable, may

create serious morale problems for this group in future years. Those

who perform a military residency will serve approximately eight years of

active duty before fulfilling their HPSP incurred obligation and becoming

eligible for the VIP. During these years of working beside less qualified

bonus recipients, a degree of dissatisfaction comparable to that of the
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Berry Plan participants will evolve in many HPSP participants, regardless

of the legal niceties involved.

The exclusion of ROTC participants Is far less understandable for

it effectively deprives those individuals whose early identification

with the armed forces indicates excellent potential for career motivation.

Instead of capitalizing on this potential and encouraging the training

and insights provided by ROTC, this provision of the VIP penalizes such

participation and thus, effectively discourages it.

Health Professions Scholarship Protram

Throughout the period examined by this study, the military ser-

vices and the Department of Defense have viewed the Health Professions

Scholarship Program as the cornerstone of hope for achieving and sustoin-

Ing an all-volunteer force in the 1980's. Initial response to the scholar-

ship program was very favorable, and meaningful productivity in terms of

program graduates was achieved as early as 1975. AMIDD experiences in

f.erms of student response to the medical portion of the HPSP, from its

Anception in the middle of FY 1973 through FY 1977, are indicated in

table 7. A total of 650 Army scholarships were allotted to medicine

during the first year of the program's existence. This allocation vas

subsequencly Increased to a total of 1,300 scholarships which could be

fled by medital ntudenrt at any given time. The degree of initial

response is dejnonstrated by the fact that the Army was able to fill sixty-

fi~e percent of the scholarship positions it Initially offered witn A*-

proximately four months of F1 1973 ramaiuiine whwt, the prugram became ot-

ftcially available. Despite the 3igntftcant reduction it, ap,- licatlons

which, occurred during FY 1977, the medical poztion of -Ahe HPSP reuained
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TABLE 7

STUDENT RESPONSE TO THE ARMY HPSP (MEDICAL)

FY 1973 - FY . 9 7 7

Piscal Year Scholarships No. of No. in Percent
Available Applicants Program of Fill

1973 650 522 421 65
1974 906 962 1,051 81.
1975 421 643 1,249 96
1976 407 887 1,191 91
197T 467 661 1,055 81
1977 422 463 1,282 98

Source: Compiled by the author from Department of the Army Working
Papers (SGPE-PIX), n.d., n.p.

essentially filled at the end of the period studied.

In order to enable izmmediate productivity) the AMEDD concentrated

its initial recruiting efforts on attracting students who were already in

medical school. Upon the graduation of participants who entered the pro-

gram as juuiors (and even seniors), the scholarship spaces released be-

came avallable for longer committments. The productivity of the medical

portion of the RPSP from its inception through FY 1978 is indicated in

Table 8.

The decree to which the Army Medical Department will continue to

rely on the HPSP as a major source of medical officers into the 1980's

is demonstraced by Table 9, vhicb provides projections of input and out-

puc for the medical yortion of the RP13P from FY 1978 through FY 1984.
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TABLE 8

ARMY HPSP MEDICAL GRADUATES, FY 1973 - 1978

Fiscal Year Number of Graduates

1973 27
1974 141
1975 353
1976 365
197T 11
1977 330
1978 362

Total 1,589

Source: Compiled by the author from Department of the Army Working
Papers (SGPE-Pt!), n.d., nop.

TABLE 9

ARMY PROJECrIONS OF HPSP (MEDICAL)

INPUTr AN OUTPUT , FY 1978 - 1984

Fiscal Year Input Output

1978 456 352*
1979 517 399
1980 533 405
1981 431 372
1982 394 360
1983 517 517
1984 533 533

*Actual output for FY 1978 vwa 362.

Sourcea Compiled by the author from Department of the Army Working
Papers (SGPE-PtE(), n.d., n4p.
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Despite the success achieved by the HISP during the 1970's, it

contained unresolved sources of participant dissatisfaction. Negative

response to these dissatisfiers and the creation of competing scholar-

ship progrms by other federal agencies caused serious concern among

the military services regarding the continued viability of this vital

procurement program.

On 1 August 1973, after the Health Professions Scholarship Pro-

gram had been In effect for approximately six months, the Internal IRe-

venue Service ruled that the benefits received under the HISP did not

qualify for tax exempt scholarship status, since the receipt of these

benefits was conditioned on the performance of future services. 5 2 The

IRS further ruled that enabling legislation which spelled out Congresslon-

al intent was required before the Treasury Department could be authorized

to refrain from collecting taxes against HPSP benefits. To ameliorate

the obvious recruiting difficulties which this ruling created, and as an

expressiton of Its intentions regarding the tiPSP, Congress enacted PL 93-

483 on 26 October 1974, which provided that benefits obtained under the

HIS? during the years 1973, 1974, and 1975 ware deemed to be "scholar-

ships" which were excludable from gross income under the IRS Code. This '

legislation was intended to allow Congress more time to review the entire

area of scholarship taxation, while providing temporary respite for HPS?

participants.54 In October 1)75, the Department of Defense initiated a.

legislative proposal which would have provided permanent tax relief for

HiPS participants. This proposal did not clear the government channels
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necessary for Congressional consideration in time to prevent the ex-

piration of the Interim solution on 31 December 1975.55 When the

Secretary of the Treasury denied a DoD request for a moratorium on cal-

lecting tax from HPSP participants, the armed forces were required to

begin witholding taxes on all benefits received under the scholarship

program in the Spring of 1976.56 Witholding taxes were collected from

the $400 monthly stipend to cover not only the stipend itself but also

tuition and tuition related fees and expenses which amount to several

thousands of dollars per year in many medical schools.

Student response to this action (which, in some cases, reduced

their monthly stipend by over fifty percent) was immediate and predictably

adverse. in a petition dated 16 April 1976, which was sent to the Secre-

tary of Defense by 144 HiPS participants from the greater Kansas City

area, students expressed their "extreme discontent" with the IRS ruling;

stated their belief that failure to resolve the tax problem constituted

a "profound breech of faith, If not outright breach of contract on the

part of all governmental agencies involved;" and concluded that they felt

obligated to advise prospective applicants against entering the HPSP un-

til tax relief was afforded thm.57

Coagressional acticn was taken to extend temporary tax relief for

participarts who entered the program prior to 31 December 1976, through

enactment of PL 94-455 on 4 October 1976. On 12 November 1977, Congress

enacted FL 95-171 to cover students who entered the program prior to

31 December 1978. As a result of this series of interim solutions to the

basic problem, HPS? participants have been continuously exempted from the
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requirement to pay income tax on their scholarship benefits. Taxes

witheld during periods when tax exemptions were expired were later

refunded under the authority of subsequent legislation. Nevertheless,

income instability caused by the temporary collection of tixos, a re-

curring threat of taxation, and the tension surrounding what has become

almost an annual ritual of last minute Congressional extensions of tax

relief have had a negative effect on the credibility of the Health Pro-

fessions Scholarship 'Program as well as its sponsors.

The attractiveness of the HPSP as a recruiting mechanism was

further diminished by the enactment on 12 October 1976 of the Health

Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976 (PL 94-484), which authori-

zed substantial increases in non-DoD federal educational assistance pro-

grams for medical students.58 The National Health Service Corps Scholar-

ship Progrm (NHSCSP) which was authorized by this legislation held its

first application period during the spring and summer of 1978 for the

1978-1979 academic year.59 Sponsored by the Department of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare, this scholarship program is in direct competition with

the HPSP.

Benefits under the NiSCSP include tuition, tuition related fees,

reasonable educational expenses and a stipend for living expenses of at

least $400 per month for twelve months each year. The monthly stipend

is adjusted annually to cost-of-living changes in federal salaries, and

for the 1978-1979 academic year wan $429. Participants incur a commit-

sent of one year of obligated public service in a federally designated
C

health manpower shortage area for each year of scholarship support, with

a minimum obligation of two years. All or part of the service obligation

-I
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may be perfocmed as a salaried federal employee of the National Health

Service Corps assigned to a federally designated shortage area in the

United States or its possessions. Alternate service may be performed

by private practice in a medically underserved area which is able to sus-

tain the practice financially and provide an income at least equal to

the federal salary option. As an added incentive, those who complete

their obligated service are eligible for one-time start up grants of
60

$25,000 if they agree to practice in a designated shortage area.

Participants are permitted a delay of up to three years to complete

specialty training prior to entering their obligated period of federal

service. In addition, there is a "buy out" provision in this program

which permits participants to avoid federal service by repaying the bene-

'. 61
fits received.

The benefits offered by this program, although similar to those

of the HPS? (it also includes only a temporary solution to the tax prob-

lem), are more advantageously packaged than the military alternative.

The major attraction of this program derives from the fact that partici-

pants will not be required to enter the armed forces or to serve in a

potential combat sone. The positive public relations aspects of this

distinction (which are enhanced by the potential for avoiding service by

repayment of benefits) combined with the attractiveness of the cost-of-

living adjustment and the start-up grants for voluntary private practice

in underserved areas make this progrm a formidable competitor with the

armed forces for those students who require financial assistance. The

Department of Health, Education and Welfare received approximately 3,900
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applications for the 2,500 scholarships available for the 1978-1979

academic year.62 It is likely that many of these applicants also applied

for the HPSP.

Data regarding the Impact of the competition offered by the NHSCSP

were not available at the time this study was accomplished. It seems

clear however, that the future ability of the HPSP to attract sufficient

applicants in order to remain a viable procurement source for an all-

volunteer medical force will be significantly affected by the creation

of this significant alternative.

Insight regarding the impact of the various dissatisfiers on

student response to the HPSP may be derived from a review of one trend

which ran counter to the generally optimistic performance indicators con-

cerning the HPSP in the 1970's. From the program's inception in 1973,

the applicant declination rate (the percent of applicants who were selected

and subsequently declined to participate) rose steadily, and by 1978 was

approaching almost unmanageable proportions. The declination rate ex-

perienced ong medical applicants selected by the Army from PY 1973

through FY 1978 is displayed in Table 10. Although caused in part by

applications to more than one military service (which though understand-

able, tended to inflate indicators of student response), this trend may

also be an indicator of the ctmulative effect negative publicity and the

existence of attractive alternatives have had on the effectiveness of the

HPSP as a recruiting mechanism.
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TABLE 10

ARMY BPS? (MEDICAL) DECLINATION RATE

PY 1973 - 1978

Fiscal Year Declination Rate (M)

1973 5.8
1974 11.5
1975 20.0
1976 28.1
1977 43.4
1.978 42.0

Source- Department of the Army Working Papers (SGPE-PrM), n.d., n.p.

During 1977 Congressional testimony, the military Surgeons General

expressed considerable alarm that without favorable resolution of the tax

issue on a permanent basis and adjustments to the monthly stipend to keep

pace with inflation, the Health Profession# Scholarship Program would not

remain competitive with other federal recruiting programs such as the

NmScsp.63 The three military services experienced a significant drop in
64

medical HPS? applicants for the 1978-1979 academic year. A Rand Cor-

poration study predicted in 1977 that, unless corrective measures were

taken to keep the UPSP competitive, the Air Force would be able to fill

only forty percent of its scholarship spaces in the future. 6 5 The pessi-

mistic projections of this study have not apparently been validated, and

have not gained widespread acceptance among military health planners in

the Army. There was consensus by the end of the period studied, however,

that in light of difficulties the program continued to encounter, earlisr
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optimi•m regarding the HPSP no longer seemed Justified. 66

The Uniformed Services Univernity

of the Health Sciences

In spite of the significant controversy which had surrounded its

enactment by Congress, development of the Uniformed Services University

of the Health Sciences (USUHS) proceeded at a considerably more favorable

rate than had been anticipated. Under the direction of David Packard,

Chairman of the Board of Regents, the University's scope was narrowed to

concentrate on physicians, and the projected annual output was expanded

from 100 to 175.67 Construction costs had been pared from an original

estimate which exceeded $200 million and a Congressional appropriation

of $79.9 million to an actual cost of $66.9 million. 6 8  By early 1977, a

faculty of fifty had been assembled and the first class of thirty-two

students was in its freshman year. Over 2,500 applications had been re-

69ceived for the sixty-eight positions being offered the following year.

The university seemed to be veil on its way toward producing a nucleus

of career-oriented medical officers who were expected to serve an average

of sixteen years on active duty. 7 0 The Army anticipated that approxi-

mately twenty-five percent of its Medical Corps would be USUHS graduates

by the 1990's.71

In the course of the program re-evaluation which occurred during

the transition from the Gerald Ford to the Jimy Carter aduinistration,

the USUHS was identified as a possible source of cost savings.7 2 On

22 February 1977 Secretary of Defense Harold Brovn announced a DoD deci-

sion to terminate the USU1IS by recomending that Congress not appropriate
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FY 1978 operating funds for the university. 7 3 The Congress reacced

strongly to what was perceived as a test of its prerogatives. The House

[•Armed Services Couuittee empaneled an Investigations Subcommittee vwhch

was authorized to administer oaths to hold Hearings on the Defense do-

cialon, and several Committees and Subcomittees in both houses of Con-

gross expressed Interest In thi. subject during the next two months.

High officials in the now administration were subpoenaed to appear be-

fore the Investigations Subcommittee, and political emotions, in general,

ran high. The considerable furor which this issue raised was effectively

terminated on 21 April 1977, when by a vote of 250 to 162, the Hlouse ap-

proved a Senate Amendment which appropriated $12.5 million for USUHS

whhoperating and maintenance funds for PY 1978.7/ Hearings on this subject

were discontinued, and the Interaction between the legislative and oxecu-

tive branches of the federal goverrnent moved on to other arenas.

To attempt a normative discussion of the decision-making process

in which the Secretary of Defense arrived at priorities vhich did not in-

clude the USUHS would far exceed the scope and limitetions of this study.

It is considered appropriate, however, to briefly discuss the major argu-

msets offered by DoD representatives In support of this decision, for

they represent a significant departure from earlier plans and projections

regarding the all-volunteer medical force. Moreover, the responses of

the military Surgeons General during Congressional Hearings on this issue

apparently reflect 4 sigrnificant departure tram the msoewhat muated opti-

mism of previous sessions. The stark divergence of viewpoints recorded

in the Congressional record of this interlude provides considerable In-

L4
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sight into the dynamic interaction which exists between the Department

of Defense, the military medical departments, and the Congress, and

highlights several fundamental aspects of the all-volunteer medical force.

Justification for the Department of Defense decision to terminate

the USURS was based on several factors. Concern over an anticipated na-

tional shortage of physicians, which had been commonly accepted in the

early 1970's, had been modified by an HEW projection that the national

supply of physicians would increase from 375,300 in 1975 to 517,200 Ly

1985. This study also forecast that, by 1985, the number of foreign

medical graduates in the United States would decrease from twenty-one

to eighteen percent of the total physician supply. 75  Moreover# the Gene-

ral Accounting Office had concluded that it was less expensive to obtain

military physicians through the HPSP than through the USUiS. 7 6 (Congress

subsequently established that if all federal subsidies to civilian medi-

cal schools were included in HPSP costs, the total federal cost per staff

year of expected military service would be $26,236 for the USUHS graduate

and $32,068 for the HPSP participant). 7 7

The Defense position was that by the mid-1980's the United States

could have an excess of doctors at the precise time when the USUHS was78I
at peak output.78 The decision to seek termination oi the university was

based on an analysis which assumed that the military medical departments

would recruit 1,000 volunteers per year, 7 9 and an Office of Managment

and Budget study which concluded that "DoD (would) be able to expard its

physician streugths by over twenty percent without the medical school." 8 0

This forecast was explained by Dr. Satith, who represented the Department
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of Defense during the Investigative hearings, as a statement of statis-

tical probability which included optimistic and pessimistic projections.

In his words, "taking optimistic projections, we could be twenty percent

over; taking the pessimistic projections, we could be twenty percent

under." 81 The general optimism with which DoD representatives approached

this and other questions regarding the feasibility of an Lll-wAlunteer

medical force has been discussed in other sections of this study. It

seems sufficient to suggest that events since 1977 lend support to the

more pessimistic side of the classic equation offered above.

The Surgeons General were unanimous in their disagreement with

the Defense Department's position that by the 1980's, the armed forces

would be able to satisfy their physician procureasent requirements with-

82out the USURS. Moreover, each of these military health managers ex-

pressed serious concern over the loss of credibility in the medical de-

partment programs which even the pronosal to close the USUHS had caused.

The enthusiasm with which the HPSP, VIP, and now the USUHS had originally

been received had been gradually eroded as each of these physician pro-

curement programs encountered difficulties which, at best, were being

met with temporary solutions. According to Admiral Custis who had re-

cently retired as Navy Surgeon General, closure of the USUHS wouid be

"the last straw." 8 3 The university and the scholarship program had con-

stituted the long range solution to achieving an all-volunteer medical

force. The HPSP had already lost much of its initial luster. Closure

of the USUHS would diminish creoibility with the senior medical officers

who comprised the aiready depleted core of mmitted military physicians.
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Without this group, there would be no chance for a future volunteer

force.
8 4

Concern over the problem of government credibility was echoed

by several Mmbers of Congress who were troubled by the tendency of

government to embark on programs with initial commitment only to re-

verse fields and abandon them in midstream. 8 5  In the Report of the

Subcommittee on Investigations, there was a recomendation that further

study be made to seek ways of removing the USUHS from future decisions

of the sort which prompted this controversy. 8 6 Although the USUIHS is

still expected to graduate its first 'lass in 1980, the uncertainty and

turbulence during the spring of 1977 cannot have enhanced its effective-

ness as a long term recruiting or retention vehicle. Student and faculty

perceptions of goverrmen. credibility and the degree of comittment which

exists for achieving a viable all-volunteer military medical force had

to be dimainished. The full im;act of this disappointment may not be

realized for many years to come.
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CHAPTER IV

IMPACT OF "ALL-VOLUNTEER"

PHYSICIAN PROCUJREMENT ON THE

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

The Current Situation

By the spring of 1978, military and political leaders in the

United States generally recognized the existence of a critical shortage

of medical officers in the armed forces. This shortage was causing de-

lay In treatment, interruption of certain specialty aervices, and in-

creased referral of patients other than active duty soldiers to the clvi-

lain sector for health care. Members of Congress whose states or dis-

tricts included military bases (and thus concentrations of active and

retired military personnel) were besieged with letters from constituents

for whom military health care was no longer available. The President's

Commission on Military Compensation reported in April 1978 that, "there

is a crisis in military health care. The system is simply overtaxed." 1

By the fall of 1978, Secretary of the Army Clifford Alexander allowed

himself to be quoted in the press as believing that the shortage of mili-

tary doctors was so grave, that if there were a war in Europe, there

might not be enough Army doctors to treat the casualties. 2

Physician Shortage

in the Active Army

The term "shortage" is commonly defined as a "deficiency in theI 3mount needed." The Department of Defense and the military services

94
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have generally defined actual or anticipated physician shortages in

terms of medical officer authorizations and assigned strengths. Per-

sonnel authorizations are the cow only used measure of funded staffing

levels in the military personnel management system. Since they are

highly susceptible to the manipulation discussed in a previous section,

the use of authorizations by the military establishment has tended to

understate the impact of the zero-draft environment on the structure and

capabilities of the military medical forces.

Projected fiscal year end-strength authorizations for the Army J
Medical Corps for fiscal years 1978 through 1981 are displayed in Table 11..

TABLE 11

PROJECTED ARMY MEDICAL CORPS

END-STRENGTH AUTHORIZATIONS

FY 1978 - 1981

Fiscal Year Authorized End-Strength

1978 4,009
1979 4,173
1980 4,328
1981 4,539
1982 and beyond 4,539

Source: Hearings before the Senate Armed Services Committee on

Department of Defense Authorization for Appropriations
for Fiscal Year 1979, 1978, p. 2625.

These projections do not represent the Army Medical Department's need for

medical officers, but rather the number of pbysicians the AMEDD realisti-
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cally expects to have assigned. As Lieutenant General Charles C. Pixley,

Army Surgeon General, explained in 1978 Congressional testimony, the 1981

end-strength authorization of 4,539 represents a "temporary, intermediate

range objective," which recognizes the nature and expected severity of

military physician shortages and is consistent with the time required for

the maturation of programs designed to replace the draft.4 According to

General Pixley, the budgeted end-strength authorizations for the inter-

vening years represent the Army's beat estimate of achievable assigned

strength, and constitute a "glide path" to attainment of the 1981 strength.

In the opinion of General Pixley, if physician recruiting and retention

programs prove successful in the 1980's, authorizations for Army medical

officers should be gradually increased during that decade to provide

staffing levels which will obtain the most efficient utilization of AMEDD

facilities; assure readiness to meet contingencies short of mobilization;

and allow the AMEDD to accomplish aa orderly transition to mobilization

posture if necessary. 6 The number of medical officers required to achieve

this state of efficiency and readiness equates to the number of physicians

actually needed by the Army during peacetime. Although budget constraints,

manpower ceilings and competing priorities for scarce resources would un-

doubtedly result in authorizations at levels less than the ideal, this

number would nevertheless represent a relatively constant reference against

which assigned strength could be compared to determine the "shortaSe" at

any given time.

Army manpower requirements are determined by a sophisticated metho-

dolog7 which surveys the mission, organization, functions, aud workload of

Army units. Under this system of manpower management, the 1978 peacetime
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Army medical officer requirement to staff fixed health facilities and

field medical units was 5,856.7 During peacetime, field medical units

such as medical battalions, field hospitals and combat support hospi-

tale do not normally treat patients. As a result, these units are not

normally staffed with physicians and other scarce health professionals.

The total Army medical officer requirement minus those requirements re-

lated to field aedical units yielded a "constrained readiness require-

ment" of 5,273 Army medical officers for PY 1978.8 It is this number

which best expresses the Army's need for medical officers at the end of

period examined by this study. The existence of an active medical force

of this size (or close to it) would enable efficient utilization of

AMEDD facilities, assure readiness, and sustain capacity for mobilization.

The above estimate seems reasonable, particularly when it is com-

pared to the actual number cf Army medical officers on active duty as of

30 June 1973 (FY 1973 Medical Corps end-strength of 5,505; Table 5). Al-

though the population eligible for medical care had increased slightly

during the intervening years, the FY 1978 Army constrained readiness re-

quirement for active duty medical officers was 232 less than the number

of physicians assigned for duty on the day before the draft officially

ended. The real shortage of active Army medical officers on 1 October

1978 wa" 1,210 (5273-4063), or almost twenty-three percent of the Army's

estimated need.

Reserve Physician Shortage

Under the total force concept, the active and reserve components

of the armed forces are considered to be intrinsic elements of U.S. na-

tional defense capabilities. The Army's ability to respond to national

'I-
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emergencies has relied increasingly on the viability of Army Reserve

and National Guard medical units, as emphasis within the active com-

ponent has been directed toward maximizing combat forces within avail-

able resources. As a result of this emphasis, an increasing portion

of Army combat service support capability has been placed in the reserve

component of the total Army force (in 1978, over fifty percent of the

Army's medical capability was in the reserve component). The importance

of the reserve component's role in accomplishing the AMEDD mission makes

a brief discussion of the Army's experience with procurement of Reserve

physicians in a zero-draft environment appropriate.

The termination of the doctor draft had an even greater impact

on recruitment and retention of Army Reserve and National Guard -- dical

officers than it did on the active force. During the years of the draft,

Army Reserve and National Guard units were generally able to recruit suf-

ficient numbers who were willing to serve their military obligation via

a six-year regimen of monthly drills and annual sumer cap, rather than

a two-year tour of active duty. In addition to this procurement source,

the reserve component benefitted from the fact that individuals who en-

tered the armed forces prior to their twenty-sixth birthday were required

to complete a statutory military obligatioa of six years. Those released

from active duty after two years were required to affiliate with a Reserve

or National Guard unit for at least three of the four remaining years of

obligated service, if geographically feasible. Those whose residerce was

not within reasonable distance of a unit were placed in the Individual

Ready Reserve. Physicians who were comissioned under the Berry Plan

generally fulfilled most if not all of the reserve portion of their
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statutory military obl 4gation while in delayed officer status during

their residency training. As a result, the majority of medical officers

who were required to affiliate with the reserve component on release

from active duty were those who had either been drafted or had requested

immediate active duty under the Berry Plan.

Both procurment sources of Reserve medical officers were quickly

depleted when the draft was terminated. Motivation to avoid active duty

by joining an Army Reserve unit was effectively cancelled on 1 July 1973.

The decline in reserve affiliation by those being released from active

duty occurred more gradually, but no less inexorably. Tables 12 and 13

compare the authorized and assigned strengths of physicians in the Army

Reserve and National Guard respectively, from 1974 through 1977.

TABLE 12

U.S. ARVRES•MRVE MEDICAL OYICER

SrREZIG'f', 1974 - 1977

Year No. Authorized No. Assigned

1974 3,190 2,424
1975 3,190 2,326
1976 3,190 2,102
1977 (FEB) 3,190 1,893

(JUN) 3,190 1,540
(DEC) 3,190 1,257

Source: Senate Armed Services Comitte Hearings on Special Pay Pro-
visions for Physicians and Dentists in the Uniformed Services,
1977, p. 19.
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TABLE 13

U .S. APMY NATIONAL GUARD MEDICAL

OFFICER STRENGTH, 1974 - 1977

Year No. Authorized No. Assigned

1974 1,269 970
1975 " 956
1976 " 948
1977 (JAN) 718

(JUN) " 583
(NOV) 541

Source: Senate Armed Services Com•ittee Hearings on Special Pay Pro-
visions for lhysicianm and Dentists in the Uniformed Services,
1977, p. 19.

In addition to the above experiences of Reserve and National Guard units,

the medical officer strength of the Individual Ready Reserve decreased

from approximately 3,400 in 1974 to 1.648 by April 1977.9

The trend of declining medical officer strength within the reserve

component accelerated sharply during 1977. In this year alone, Army Re-

serve units lost a total of 636 medical officers, over one-third of total

assigned strength. During the same period, medical officer strength in

Army National Guard units decreased a total of 177 officers, almost one-

fourth of assigned strength. As a result of increasing declines in assigned

physician strengths, by the end of 1977 the Army Resere was at 39.4 per-

cent of its authorized medical officer strength and the Army National Guard

had 55.8 percent of the physicians it was authorized. In a zero-draft

environment, few physicians are willing to voluntarily Join a reserve unit
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which requires their absence from other pursuits on a recurring basis

and which, if activated, would cause the iaterruption of their practice

with considerable financial consequences.

While maintaining the validity of the total force concept re-

garding medical officers, the Department of Defense has recognized the

complexity and sensitivity of problms associated with activating or

mobilizing physicians who have substantial comunity responsibility. As

a result, according to 1978 Senate testimony by Vernon McHenzie, the De-

partment of Defense has found it necessary to focus its most intense

efforts on insuring that the active components of the military services

maintain sufficient medical officer strengths to meet the early workload
10

requirements within a theater of operations in the event of war. Des-

pite these efforts, the Department of Defense estimated in the spring of

1978 that the armed forces were approximately 1,000 medical officers

short of the number required for this limited miscion.11

AMEDD Capacity to Respond

to National Emergencies

In 1977, General Taylor had commented that the net effect of the

number of required Army medical officers who were not available was ab-

solutely profound in terms of readiness which Is the primary mission of

all military units. 1 2 A year later, his successor General Pixley cate-

gorized the AMEDD capability to support a non-mobilization contingency

us extremely marginal.13 In his estimate, the outbreak of hostilities

which involved U.S. Army forces for even a limited period would require

the diversion of all eligible beneficiaries other than active duty to

I .. ..
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non-military health care sources, in order to free medical officers for

reassignment to field medical units in the combat zone and enable medi-

cal facilities in the Continental United States (COHUS) to care for the

sick and wounded soldiers. The mobilization of the Army Reserve and

National Guard would offer only partial assistance, in view of the signi-

ficant physician shortages they continue to experience.

In 1978, according to General Pixley, the all-volunteer Army Medi-

cal Corps was not able to provide sufficient medical support to sustain

15the Army in large scale combat such as a war in Europe. A state of

war would obviously generate an enormous requirement for staffed hospital

beds to support soldiers who were wounded in combat and returned to the

United States for treatment. The requirement to maintain this CONUS ca-

pability would not only necessitate the diversion of other than active

duty members to the civilian sector for medical care; it would also pro-

hibit the wholesale deployment of the Army Medical Corps to the theater

of operations. The present availability of active medical officers would

be insufficient to staff treatment facilities within the theater in the

numbers and types of units which would be required. Increased require-

ments to evacuate casualties to CONUS would result, according to General

Pixley, in an increased death rate, as well as higher incidence of wound,

injury, and disease complications, and an increased length of hospital

stay among those who survived. 1 6

The theater evacuation policy necessitated by the shortage of

medical officers would also result in fewer troops being returned to duty

within the theator of operations. The austerity of medical capability
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would require the evacuation, from the theater, of injured and wounded

soldiers who, if adequate medical support were available, could other-

wise be returned to duty in the combat zone. Soldiers who are evacuated

out of a theater of operations become personnel losses to the theater.

"Premature" evacuation wculd thus create an increased requirement for

replacements from CONJS and a significant loss of combat power available

to the field coander responsible for fighting the war. 1 7 This limita-

tion of the Army's ability to maximiz its combat poaer, particularly

during the early stages of a major war, has been a most serious conse-

quence of the nilitary physician shortage which has developed in the

zero-draft environment.

Distribution of Available Specialists

The significant reduction in active Army medical officer strength,

and the radical change in the availability of specialists which occurred

during the period examined by this study, were fuwther compounded by medi-

cal officer assigment policies. These policies derived from mission

priorities which required the uneven distribution, particularly in CONUS,

of those medical officers who were available. As a result, Medical Do-

partment Activities (MEDDAC) located on Army posts in t,;e United States

were allocated proportionately fever doctors than their workload or popu-

lation served would otherwise have justified.

The mission of the Army Medical Department dictates that primary

importance be placed on providing continuity of care for active duty per-

sonnel. As a result, the first priority for medical officer assignments

was to fill overseas positions in plaes such as Europe and Korea, where
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alternatives to military health care are not readily availabli for either

the soldier or his dependents. The second assignment priority was to

assure the continuation of an adequate teaching faculty to support gra-

duate medical education programs at Army medical centers (MEDCEN) such

as Walter Reed (Wash., D.C.), Fitzuimmons (Denver, CO.), Letterman (S.F.,
18

CA). Although they have historically provided health care to the majo-

rity of active and retired beneficiaries, the MEDDACs received what was

left.

The requirement to staff overseas posicions seems obvious. The

Army Surgeon General has justified staffing medical centers to support

Army graduate medical education as critical to AMEDD survival in a zero-

draft environment.19 Army internship and residency programs have his-

torically provided the single most successful procurement and retention
20

incentive for career service. In the all-volunteer environment, Army

graduate medical education is cotsidered essential to train graduating

HPSP participants and produce specialists to meet the requirements vhich

were formerly filled via the Berry Plan. In addition to providing speci-

alists, the graduate medical education progrms provide a form of inden-

21ture which is also considered mandatory for AMEDD survival. As a re-

suit of the active duty obligations they incur, Army residencies produce

specialized medical officers who can be involuntarily assigned to less

desirable locations overseas and within CONUS. In recognition of the im-

portance of the graduate medical education orograms as an investment in

the future, the Army Medical Department expanded the number of internship

and residency positions from 1,137 in FY 1976, to 1,198 in EY 1977 and

• - , , , , r ~ • -t •
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1,443 in FY 1978,22 As noted previously, the 1978 expansion accounted

for a significant portion of the increased numbers of volunteers re-

I cruited during that year.

Because they account for a significant portion of the active

medical force (residency spaces accounted for over thirty-five percent

of the 1978 active Army physici~n strength), and are generally located

in metropolitan areas (which enables interaction with medical schools and

civilian teaching hospitals), Army medical centers and their residency

programs have been somewhat under attack, particularly during the period

of military physician shortage.23 Although they are not ideally located

to support large troop concentrations, these hospitals provide sophisti-

cated care to military beneficiaries and act as referral centers in sup-

port of the MEDDAC# for unusual or complicated cases. Furthermore, the

workload performed by interns and residents would exist, even if the train-

ing programs were abolished. As General Pixley has observed, the training

in these medical centers is not classroom lecture. Under supervision,

interns and residents provide medical care to all categories of eligible

beneficiaries. To perform an equivalent workload, it would take between

two and three staff physicians to replace each military intern or resident.

The necessity of meeting peacetime overseas requirements and the

logic of investing in strong programs of graduate medical education appear

to be inescapable. Army medical officer assignment priorities had a pro-

found impact during the late 1970's on the CONUS MEDDACs which act as

community hospitals for the troop concentrations at Army bases, as well

as the large populations of retired military which settle in their vis-inity.

I
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A comparison of the Army-wide distribution of selected specialties as of

1 December 1975 and 1 October 1978 with the same data for MEDDACs is

provided in Table 14.

TABLE 14

COMPARISON OF SELECTED SPECIALTY DISTRIBUTION,

ARMY-WIDE VS. MEDDAC'S, 1975 - 1978

Army-Wide MEDDACs

Specialty 1975 1978 Percent 1975 1978 Percent
Reduced Reduced

Anesthesiology 83 62 23.5 36 13 63.9
Internal Medicine 401 206 48.6 188 80 57.4
O8-GYN 187 141 24.6 102 56 45.1
Orthopaedics 184 104 43.5 115 54 53.1
Pediatrics 235 213 9.4 114 88 22.8
Psychiatry 177 124 29.9 65 21 67.7
Radiology 128 77 39.8 62 28 54.8

Source: Compiled from Department of the Army Working Papers (SGPE-
MC) n.d., n.p.

As a result of these significant reductions, many post hospitals

were forced to curtail services for selected categories of patients (pri-

marily retired members and their dependents). Medical care provided by

what had formerly been one-doctor services (such as dermatology, opthal-

mology, otolaryngology, etc.), was no longer available at many Army bospi-

tale, or was provided on a "circuit rider" basis by a supporting medical

center. In addition to the obvious impact on the availability and acceusa--

bility of military medical care, the reduction in services and staff at the
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MEDDACs had a negative effect on the retention of those medical officers

who remained. In 1978, General Pixley observed that many doctors wao

might otherwise have remained in the Army were leaving because they did

not wish to be one of two remaining doctors on a service which just two

or three years previously had been staffed with eight to ten medical

officers.25

Short Ranae Solutions

During 1977 and 1978, the Army Medical Department launched a series

of immediate actions in an effort to partially offset the critical short-

ages of medical officers, particularly at the CONUS MEDDACs. These actions

included increasing the employment of civilian physicians where possible;

contracting for specialized health services, such as radiology and patho-

logy; and purchasing supplemental care from civilian medical facilities. 2 6

Although they provided some relief, these initiatives have been extremely

expensive. They have also resulted in considerably less efficient cover-

age compared to that provided by active duty physicians. The use of civil

service physician. on a forty-hour work week and contract surgeons on a

part-time basis provided some staffing relief in the emergency rooms and

outpatient clinics of Army hospitals. However, use of these physicians

did not generally offer much assistance in the inpatient and specialty

areas where the critical problems existed.27 Since it i& bound by federal

civil service pay scales, the Army could not compete with the salary ex-

pectations of civilian specialists, and therefore could not attract them. 28

The use of service contracts to obtain radiology and pathology

support which are essential for the delivery of quality health care has

proved to be enormously expensive. The costs of contracting for radio-
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logical support can approach $100,000 per year, for the equivalent of

29
one physician man year (2,080 hours per year). During FY 1978, twenty-

three MEDDACs obtained radiology support on a contract basis, at a total

cost of $4.4 million. In the spring of 1978, projections for FY 1979

included ten additional radiology contracts and an estimated coat of close

to six million doilars for fifty man years of effort. 3 0

Contractural arrangements for radiology support are negotiated

between the federal goverrment and corporations which employ a staff of

radiologists and rotate them among Army hospitals to provide coverage.

Federal regulations prohibit direct employment of individual radiologists

at the salary levels they would demand. The rotation of radiologists

aong military hospitals has created inefficiency and discontinuity of

support, in addition to the exhorbitant costs associated with the contrac-

tual alternatives to military radiologists.

The morale of military medical officers has been seriously degraded

by the necessity to obtain specialized services via contract. The $100,000

a year civilain radiologist works his forty-hour week beside the military

physician who, depending on grade, years of service, and bonus eligibility,

earns between $20,000 tnd $45,000 per year; and has been required, because

of the doctor shortage to work extremely long hours.31 The impact of this

situation, particularly on the morale of the younger meaical officers has

been, in the opinion of General Pixley, "terrible!"32

In addition to the cost and inefficiency of the short-term measures

to off-set the military physician shortage discussed in this section, they

possess one further disadvantage. Civil service physicians and specialists 4
employed by contracting firms are not deployable. Thus, while these

4
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measures may have provided some relief for the peacetime staffing

difficulties of the Army medical care system, they have not contri-

buted to the primary mission of that system--readiness.

Predictions for the Future

The impact of the all-volunteer experiment on physician recruit-

ment and retention during the period investigated by this study resulted

in an acute shortage of physicians and a severe maldistribution of speci-

alists which have had a negative effect on the capabilities of the Army

medical care delivery system. Similar experiences encountered by the

Navy prompted Admiral Custis, former Navy Surgeon General, to declare

in 1978 Senate testimony that "...the all-volunteer medical force has

failed. It is in fact moribund." 3 3 While the Army Surgeon General and

Defense Department representatives were not willing to judge the all-

volunteer experiment as harshly as this, their optimism regarding ulti-

mate success was at beat "cautious." By mid-1978, health planners in the

Department of Defense were still projecting that the critical military

doctor shortages of the late 1970's would be eliminated by the mid-1980's.
4

DoD representatives emphasized, however, that these optimistic projections

(reminiscent of the "twenty percent over or under estimates" of 1977) %ere

based on assumptions which included an increased rate of volunteers to a

tri-service total of at least 700 per year, and retention of active medi-

cal officers at 1976-1977 levels. in addition, these projections assumed

that the Health Professions Scholarship Program would remain filled in

the future. 3 5 AMEDD projections of improvement in the assigned strength

of active medical officers during the 1980's were dependent on assumptions

that recruiting and retention programs which included an aggressive
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comsmitment to graduate medical education and a competitive HPSP would

be successful. 3 6  In addition, the Army Medical Department assumed that

37
it would be able to procure between 250 and 275 volunteers per year.

According to General Pixley, these will be obtained by a significantly

expanded force of physician recruiting officers.38

Even though the Army Medical Department projected a gradual reduc-

tion of the military physician shortage by the 1980's, certain vital

specialties were expected to remain critically understaffed. General

Pixley predicted that by 1981, the Army would still have only 54.9 per-

cent of Its 1977 authorizations for specialists in internal medicine.

Significant shortages are also expected to persist in the specialties of

radiology (70.5 percent of 1977 authorizations), orthopaedlc surgery (60.7

percent), and general surgery (70.9 percent).
3 9

The assumptions on which these 1978 projections of ultimate success

were based continued to rely on programs which had not achieved nearly the

resounding results that had been anticipated, and which, by 1978 were in

serious trouble. The Variable Incentive Pay program had become a serious

source of physician dissatisfaction because of its complexity, its insta-

bility, and its eroded value. The provisions of the VIP which excluded

Berry Planners and will exclude HPSP and ROTC participants until comple-

tion of their initial active duty obligation will continue to be a signi-

ficant source of discontent until they are modified. The uncertainty of

continued program viability caused by repeated short-term Congressional

extensions has been a serious impediment to optimizing the value of the

VIP a a recruiting and retention tool. General Pixley has noted that

Arvy medical officers do -,wt consider their VIP and professional pay as

_-ýAw
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their justly due normal pay.

The salary potential for physicians is enormous. One Navy Lieu-

tenant Commander anesthesiologist received an unsolicited offer of em-

ployment at $140,000 per year to start. Advertisements have appeared

in professional journals for contract radiologists to work in military

hospitals at a salary of $85,000 per year. The average annual salary of

a specialist exceeds $63,000. 1 It is absolutely unreasonable, in the

author's opinion, to expect a member of a profession with this income po-

tential, no matter how dedicated he might be, to remain voluntarily in

any organization in which there is continued uncertainty and turmoil sur-

rounding which pay programs will continue, who will be eligible, and what

his next year's pay will be. The serious defects inherent in the current

VIP were demonstrated by the fact that in mid-1978, of the 1,006 Army VIP

agreements which were due to expire in 1978, only 525 renewals were ez-

42pected; of 358 expirations in 1979, only 185 were expected to be renewed.

The discontent among military physicians regarding their income

can only be remedied by a stabilized program of compensation and incen-

tive pay which, in so far as possible is awarded on the basis of profes-

sional education, training, and experience, and which compensates military

physicians at a level which remains at least reasonably competitive with

the civilian sector. Continuation of the present conditions of instabi-

lity and perceived inequities will adversely affect retention of those

physicians currently on active duty, and may disenchant civilian physicians

who might otherwise volunteer for military service. Present flaws in the

existing compensation system will also affect the attractiveness of the
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RPSP and further diminish the future viability of this vital procurement

program.

Since its enactment, the Health Professions Scholarship Program

has been unanimously characterized by military health planners as absolu-

tely essential for achieving an all-volunteer medical force. Department

of Defense projections regarding the retention of HPSP participants be-

yond their obligated service have relied on past experiences with the

retention of military residents and the career decision habits of those

medical officers who stayed in the military over ten years (forty to

43
fifty percent of the latter remained until retirement). It is true

that a significant number of HPSP participants will perform military re-

sidencies. It is also probable thatthose who perform military residencies

will serve between eight and ten years of active duty before their obli-

gated service is completed. It is very likely, however, that, as a result

of perceived pay inequities and other dissatisfiers, future retention ex-

periences with RPSP participants will be considerably below current ex-

pectations. David Packard has noted that the past cannot be readily trans-

44lated into future projections for this group. The Army Medical Depart-

ment has had ilmost no experience with the retention habits of physicians

who become eligible to make a career decision for the first time after

eight years of active service. Dr. Anthony R. Curreri has predicted that

many of the HPSP participants will serve no more than their initial active

duty obligationoi&5 Admiral Custis has estimated that those who do not per-

form their residency training in the military (and the militart cannot

begin to acconmmodate all HPSP participants), will be comparable to Berry
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Plan participants and will leave active duty as soon as they become

eligible. 46

The analysis of projections regarding the retention of HPSP

participants may become moot unless immediate action is taken to make

this program competitive with other federal subsidy programs. The Issue

of tax relief must be remedied by a permanent statement of the Congres-

sional intent, which has been repeatedly demonstrated by temporary solu-

tions, that this program be exempt from federal income taxes. In addi-

tion, program benefits must be repackaged to include a cost of living

adjustment to the monthly stipend in order to enable the Department of

Defense to remain competitive with the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare in vying for the services of those medical stt •ents who are

willing to indenture themselves to the federal government in return for

subsidy of their medical education. Even if the HPSP is made financially

competitive with the NRSCSP, the location of federal service within the

civilian comnunity under the latter program will undoubtedly prove to be

decisively attractive to many students who would otherwise have chosen

military service under the HPSP. General Pixley has consistently main-

tained that the major attraction of the Health Professions Scholarship

Program is not simply medical school subsidy, but also the attractiveness

of having high priority for selection for military internship and resi-

dency training programs which have traditionally been regarded highly by

the merican medical comaunity.47 In view of the strong competition be-

tween federal agencies in the area of medical student subsidy, those steps

taken to ensure the continued viability of Army graduate medical education

may prove in future years to have been a critical factor which tipped the
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balance in favor of an all-volunteer medical force.

Although its credibility as a long-term solution aid institutional

aura for both faculty and students were clearly diminished by the brief

controversy in 1977 over its continued existence, the Uniformed Services

University of the Health Sciences will begin providing a limited number

of military medical officers in 1980. If this institution remsins free

from repeated attacks and the average retention of its graduates lives

up to the projected sixteen years, the USUMS may yet prove its critics

to have been in error. However, the same factors which affect the reten-

tion of HPSP participants will also impact on USUHS graduates. If per-

reived Inequities continue to exist regarding Variable Incentive Pay, the

longer service obligations incurred by graduates of the USURS will merely

provide a longer period in which their discontent will build.

It Is unreasonable to expect the career intentions or economic

analyses of twenty-one year old HPS? or USU•S participants to remain

unchanged eight or ten years later. Compensation packages which do not

consider the level of education and training of these medical officers,

and which deny them at least a partial bonus during their obligated ser-

vice, no matter how technically and legally justifiable, will drive the

majority of those medical officers In whom the greatest investment has

been made from the military service at their first opportunity. In this

environment, the military medical departments will not achieve the sta-

bilized force of medical officers which was an essential component of the

original plan for achieving an all-volunteer force.

If medical officer stability is not achieved, the military medi-

cal departments will be forced Into a cyclical dilemma which will be some-
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what longer in its curve, but quite comparahle to that experienced dur-

ing the years of the doctor draft. The major difference between the

draft and all-volunteer eras will be the enormous expense of the latter

and the comparative effectiveness of the former. If this condition

prevails, it will rightly be said that the all-volunteer experiment

failed to attract sufficient med4 cal officers to assure adequate medical

support for the armed forces of the United States.
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CHAPTE V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOCt1ENDATIONS

Conclusions

1. In the All-Volunteer Army environment, the active duty

strength of the Army Medical Corps decreased from 5,505 on 30 June

1973 to 4,063 on 30 September 1978, a decrease of over twenty-six

percent. During the same period of time, the population eligible for

Army health care increased slightly.

2. During the period examined by this study, a dramatic de-

crease In the availability of medical specialists created critical

shortages in certain medical specialties. In the period from 1 Decem-

ber 1975 to 1 October 1978, the Army Medical Department experienced

reductions of 48.6 percent of assigned strength in the specialty of

internal medicine; 39.8 percent in radiology; 43.5 percent in ortho-

paedic surgery; and 24.6 percent In OB-GYN.

3. During the same period, the availability of specialists

at Army Medical Activities (MEDDAC) within CONUS was reduced even aore

dramatically. Between 1 December 1975 and 1 October 1978, MEDDACs ex-

perienced a decrease of 57.4 percent of assigned strength in internal

medicine; 54.8 percent in radiology; 53.1 percent in orthopaedic sur-

gery; and 45.1 percent in OB-GYN.

4. In the zero-draft environment, the assigned strength of

medical officers in Army Reserve and National Guard units, as well as

the Army Individual Ready Reserve decreased precipitously:

119
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a, During the period from 1974 through 1977, assigned

medical officer strength in Army Reserve units decreased by a total

of 1,167, a reduction of 48.1 percent.

b. During the sae period, total medical officer strength

in units of the Army National Guard declined a total of 429 officers, a

decrease of 44.2 percent.

c. Prom 1974 through 1977, the Army Individual Ready Re-

serve lost a total of 1,752 medical officers, an attrition of over 51.5

percent.

5. The reductions in medical officer strength which occurred

in both the active and reserve components of the U.S. Army resulted in

a critical shortage of Amy physicians. By 1978 this doctor shortage

had rendered the Army Medical Department only marginally capable of

supporting a non-mobilization contingency, and incapable of providing

adequate medical forces to support a major var in a theater such as

Europe.

6. Severe physician shortages and non-availability of essential

specialists forced the selective curtailment or termination of medical

care to certain categories of eligible beneficiaries of military health

care. This was particularly evident at post hospitals (MEDDACs) within

CONUS whtich, in the aggregate are the source of health care for the

majority of Army patients. The category of patients most affected were

retired military members and their dependeits.

7. The effects of the zero-draft environment on physician pro-

curement were not reflected immediately in military medical officer

strength. This phenomenon occurred primarily as a result of the continued
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accession of physicians who had incurred a deferred military obligation

by participating in the Berry Plan, and were in delayed officer status

at the time the draft vas terminated. During the period trom 1 July

1973 to 30 October 1978, a total of 2,563 medical officers in this ca-

tegory entered the active Army. A total of 2,006 or 78.3 percent of

these accessions occurred from 1974 through 1976.

8. The military physician procurement and retention programs

which were enacted and consistently supported by the Congress did not

achieve the high degree of success which had been enthusiastically an-

ticipated by military planners. Fundamental flams in these programs,

compounded by inconsistent as well as poorly-timed efforts to remedy

them, created an environment of instability and uncertainty over the

future viability of these programs, which significantly hindered their

optimum effectiveness.

a. The tax exempt status of Health Professions Scholarship

Program benefits, obviously intended by Congress but not specified in the

original legislation, was temporarily extended several times during the

period examined by this study. These temporary solutions which were some-

times permitted to expire before being renewed by Congress, created con-

siderable anxiety, discontent and hardships for scholarship recipients.

The full impact of these experiences on participant attitude toward the

federal government and the military services will not become known until

these individuals become eligible for release from active military service,

many years hence.

"b. The Variable Incentive Pay program, designed to provide

a level of compensation for military physicians which would make military
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service a reasonable alternative to civilian practice, became instead

a source o-f dissatisfaction among military physicians. Temporarily

extended three times during the period examined by this study, the VIP

is perceived as uncertain, complex, discriminatory, and unacceptable by

military physicians who desire a stable and therefore predictable com-

pensation package which at least partially reflects the enormous income

potential of the medical profession. Current provisions of 'he VIP which

exclude HPSP and ROTC participants until completion of their initial

active duty obligation may have a severe impact on retention of these

personnel assets and on future participation in these programs.

c. The lack of provisions for adjusting the financial en-

titleents of the VIP and the UPSP for inflation has seriously eroded

their value during the 1970's. The inclusion of cost-of-living adjust-

ments in the benefits offered by other federal programs of medical school

subsidy makes these programs very strong competitors with the HPSP.

d. The Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences

was an apparent source of controversy throughout the period examined by

this study. Attempts by the Department of Defense to terminate this in-

stitution in 1977 led to a brief but acrimonious Congressional debate.

Although the university is still scheduled to graduate its first class

in 1980, the controversy which has surrounded its developmental years may

have diminished its attractiveness to both faculty and students.

9. The instability, turmoil and perceived inconsistency of sup-

port which diminished the effectiveness of recruiting and retention pro-

grams have created a negative impact on the credibility of the federal

government with many military physicians. This damaged credibility must
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be overcome If the armed forces are to have any realistic chance of

attracting and retaining one of the most highly paid and readily em-

ployable professions within Aerical society.

10. During its first five years of existence, the all-volunteer

force experim~ent has had a seriously negative impact on physician pro- -

curement. In the zero-draft environment, the Army Medical Department

has not been able to attract or retain sufficient medical officers to

maintain the readiness posture required by its primary mission of com-

bat support or to provide the health care expected by its eligible

beneficiaries.

Recommendations

If the all-volunteer force concept is to have any hope of success-

fully achieving an adequate and self-sustaining force of medical officers

in the 1980's and beyond, major adjustments must be made to existing physi-

cian procurement programs. The following recommendations therefore seem

appropriate.

1. That further research be directed toward attaining a consen-

sus within the Department of Defense and among other agencies of the

federal government regarding the desired and affordable structure of the

military health care delivery system. The reassessment and possible re-

definition of the traditional roles, structure and missions of the mili-

tary medical departments is considered to be fundamental P~o achieving the

consistency of support and program stability which are absolutely necessary

for attaining an adequate all-volunteer medical force.

2. That immediate action be taken to develop a stable and equitable

kw
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compensation package for military physicians. Retention incentives

should be easy to comprehend and philosophically based on a physician's

level of training and productivity rather than his remaining military

obligation. Failure to at least partially include HPSP and USUHS par-

ticipants who have completed specialty training, during their initial

period of obligated service may prove, in the hindsight of future years,

to have been a most grievous error.

3. That action be taken to obtain a permanent legislative state-

ment of Congressional intent regarding the tax exempt status of Armed

Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program benefits.

4. That a cost of living adjustment be added to the monthly

HPSP stipend, to counter the effects of inflation and to regain com-

petitiveness with other federal programs of medical school subsidy. The

very existence of these competing federal progcma r•inforces the ne-

cessity of seeking the consensus recommended above.

5. That the Army graduate medical education programs be recognized

and supported for their value as a highly productive means of delivering

medical care and simultaneously assuring the continued availability of

medical specialists who are absolutely essential for the effective and

efficient delivery of medical care.

The achievement of an effective and self-sustaining all-volunteer

medical force will continue to require a very large investment of resources.

It is possible that the significant costs associated with the voluntary

procurement and retention of medical officers will become unacceptable In

light of competing national and defense priorities. If this should occur,

F"
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the alternatives available to the national leadership will be clearly
defined: either permit the return to some form of compulsory national
service for phyasciana which recognizes the enormous federal Investment
in amd subsidy of medical education in the United States (and whIch in-
eludes military service As one means of repaying Aerican society for
this investment); or allow the health care benefits of military service
to erode further, and, therefore, require the armed forces to fight thefirst battle of the next var with a demoralized Army which has insuffi-
cient doctors to provide adequate treatment for the sick and wounded.
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